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THE DRIFT
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"Look for me, will you?
For I am here . . . somewhere . ,
Walking into my future,
as I step from the past;
Measuring each step
by the smile of a stranger,
the tear of a friend,
and the passing of another
precious moment of
existence ...
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walking and seeking
my own world,
my own truth,
my own life . . .
DIVISIONS
Happenings
Student Life 16
Sports 50
Organizations 74
People
Housing 108
Faculty 148
Seniors 1 82
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9 wondering if others
feel as I do
when I reach out
J, to be with them .
.
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and knowing
I have a place .
somewhere . . ,
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Look for me,
for I am here . . .
I have walked
upon the face of Butler
•
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and it has trod on me.
And now we both
await to see
which imprint (if either)
shall be the more lasting."
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Rush, Tours, Frosh Camp
Help Orient BU Newcomers
Another summer ended all too
quickly for the Greek sorority mem-
bers who returned to the Butler cam-
pus to hove "another go at it." All
along West Hampton Drive and Sun-
set, active members of the seven na-
tional sororities on Butler's campus,
piled out of overloaded cars into
sweltering houses even before August
had faded into the background.
In spite of the heat lethargy and
some crepe-hanging national journal-
ists who had predicted a lack of
interest and resulting decline in Greek
membership, rush week ran smoothly
and successfully. Another year was
under way.
Next in line for freshman was
Orientation Week. Tours of the li-
brary and planetarium served as
jogging practice as well as informa-
tion sessions. Preliminary sessions
with counselors and deans were next,
and the Presidents reception, the tra-
ditional soiree followed.
The YM-YWCA sponsored Fresh-
man Camp, which came in for its
share of mosquitoes and volleyball,
spelled finis for a memorable week
introducing hundreds of Butler new-
comers to the joys, sorrows and frus-
trations that are synonymous with the
University.
Once class begins, it's back to the books tor the butleriles.
The silence of the Clowes Hall, top left, carpeting offers a quiet retreat from the many activ
the auditorium.
Ping-pong 'serves" to break upperclas
monotony of orientation week.
.t^
Non-participation Proposal
Executes Appeal to Alumni
Coming home for Butler alumni
wasn't quite the same in 1971 as it
has been in past years. The student
body voted not to participate in any
Homecoming activities in an attempt
to make on appeal to returning
alumni to listen to their pleas for
better communication with the ad-
ministration and for an understanding
of their dissatisfaction with the
present status quo.
Charity was the main emphasis this
year. Housing units sent their house
decoration money to various local and
national charities. Although the cam-
pus looked pretty bare with no house
decs or afternoon activities, the week-
end wasn't lacking in excitement. The
Bulldogs stirred up a great deal of it
in their victory over the Sycamores at
the football game Saturday afternoon
and both students and alums enjoyed
dances and class reunions Saturday
night. Newspaper and radio reporters
scanned the campus for coverage on
the boycott. Homecoming '71 will
definitely be one to remember!
SA Pres., top, impres
push for non-participati
Alums welcomed, center, by signs of the
It just ain't like the good old days!
id money formerly used for house dec
channeled into charities this year.
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Dads Welcome Weekend
Despite Defeat, Downpour
The row was streaked with signs
exclaiming "We love you, Daddy"
and proud fathers from oil corners of
the country poured In (along with the
rain) to find out what really goes on
at Butler University on the weekends.
We fear that they didn't get a very
accurate picture since housemothers
brought out the best china; cooks pre-
pared meals never seen before at
B.U.; the Dogs fought their hardest,
and kids were on their best be-
havior. The only thing typical of
Butler that weekend was the weather.
Umbrellas got their usual workout
and Bulldog fans left the stands wet
and disappointed. The wet weather
didn't dampen spirits, however, and
all went well until goodbyes on
Sunday.
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Christmos Is
"Christmas is sleigh bells,
Christmas is sharing,
Christmas is holly,
Christmas is caring,
Christmas is children
who just can't go to sleep.
Christmas is memories
—
the kind you always keep.
Deck the halls and give a cheer
for all the things that
Christmas is each year.
Christmas, Merry Christmas!
When all your wishes come true!
Christmas, Merry Christmas!
May all your wishes come true!
The Christmas s
campus, like th
Thetas Jenny Greaf, Debbie Asbury, and Heid
Eikenberry, right, scrape togeth
of Indionapolis's first snowfall to create the
version of Frosty-the-Sn
Snow- laden evergreen branches, left, give
Butler's ivy halls a v^intry look.
A typical gentleman, lov^er left, leads his re-
luctonf lady safely to class over treacherous icy
paths and mountains of snow.
Bravely trekking her way through the storm,
Jamie Phillippe, lower center, carefully steps
in previously made footprints.
Nothing keeps anxious Butler students from th»''
beloved classes, lower right.
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Dave Smith, above, expresses the patho
misery of the Phi Delta Theta skit about a d
pressed man who commits suicide.
Chairman Zan Doily, right, shows that Roberts^
Hall's winnings come in pairs with trophies <
two consecutive years and trophies for first pla
and originality in 1971 competition.
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Top Teams Take Trophies
In Traditional Talent Test
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The feeling of Barry Sraga, head
of Ross Hall's Stunts, that this would
be an independent year was proven
when both Ross and Robertson took
firsts In last year's program.
With a full house to play to last
spring, the cliche "Variety is the
Spice of Life" was definitely shown in
the 1971 Geneva Stunts annually held
in Clowes Hall. With themes stemming
from complete happiness to total
misery, "stunts" again filled an eve-
ning of laughter, suspense, and pro-
found meaning for enthusiastic Butler
students and their visiting parents.
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Nancy Zaiud and Emily Smifherman. upper left, tell why to fall in lov
again in the Kappa Kappa Gamma skit.
"1 dor 't wont to do my arithmetic, 1 didn't want to c )me to school IN th
FIRST PLACE but my Mommy mode me! " squeal s Diane Skafte.
Alpha Chi Omega, center, gives a color dance pertorrr ance.
TKE's, left, intrigued the audience with mystery and suspense.
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Spring Sing
Songs Snow
Butler Moms
On Mothers Day, 1971, Butler
Moms got a chance to escape it all
and enjoy a weekend in that old
college atmosphere. Rooms were
cleaned, hair was trimmed, and last
minute corsages were bought in
honor of the occasion.
Highlighting the activities was
Spring Sing, Butler's annual Spring
Songfest with competition among
housing units. In addition to the male
and female categories, the 1971 pro-
gram was enhanced by a greater
number of mixed groups. Ross Hall
and Schwitzer Hall walked off with
trophies for the men's and women's
competition, respectively. The com-
bined efforts of Alpha Phi and Delta
Tau Delta won the mixed group's
competition.
Other separately planned activities
and the YM-YWCA sponsored Chapel
Service attracted the maternal visitors,
rounding out the activities for Mom's
Weekend 1971.
Hall, top, sings an
men of Phi Kappa
wings to
bottom,
another first pla
strive to produce
in its string of consecutive wins,
notoble blend of melody and rhythn-

Festival Attracts Audiences
Gains Worldwide Acclaim
One of Butler's greatest cultural
achievements takes place every spring
in the form of the Romantic Festival.
Under the direction of Frank Cooper,
the fourth year of the Romantic Fes-
tival presented superb performances
by Butler groups and guest artists.
The week festival acclaimed vk^orld re-
known and attracted famous per-
formers as well as local audiences.
The Voice of America interviewed
Romantic Festival participants for
worldwide broadcast. The festival
was covered by Time magazine in
five foreign languages. World-famous
entertainer Victor Borge donated his
services and made a volunteer ap-
pearance to benefit the festival. The
festival drew large audiences of per-
forming arts lovers. Among them was
an interested group of local citizens
who bought an $18,000 piano which
was flown in from Vienna for the
concert and donated to Butler. The
experience gained by students per-
forming with professional performers
enhances the importance of this fan-
tastic musical adventure. The Festi-
val was again a success!
World famous musical-comic Victor Borge, upper
right, conducted the first concert of the Festival.
Under his baton the concerts resulted in en-
chantment and wit.
Butler orchestra and high school choruses, center,
perform under the direction of Borge.
It's lights out, right, with virtuoso Raymond
Lewenthal and the Butler orchestra under the
direction of Jackson Wiley.
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Whitcomb, left, presents the key of
Indiana to guest conductor Victor Borge.
of America head, below, interviews Poy-
d Lewenthol for worldwide broadcast,
director Frank Cooper accompanies
Mary Ellen Pracht on the $18,000
idorfer piano from Vienna donated to
Butler by a community group.

SA Provides
Lecturers,
Films, Bands
Student Assembly sprang into ac-
tion this year getting minds stimu-
lated and people moving. Their film
and lecture series offered Butler stu
dents free entertainment and in
tellectual involvement while attempt
ing to remedy the student doldrums
The activities fund paid by each But
ler student covered the cost of these
series as well as afternoon concerts in
the C-Club and bands throughout the
year.
Julian Bond's captivating voice and stir
speech enthralled audiences, top.
David Schoent
to a game of r
n, left, chollenges the
ntal ping pong.
Rice, above, s
vs of Obscenity."
Drift Queen Karol Kroetz
Dazzles Audience, Judges
Butler gained what Sweetbriar lost
when Karol Kroetz transferred here
this year. She adjusted to her new
environment quickly, reigning as the
Drift beauty queen after three short
months on campus. Karol, a member
of Delta Gamma, is a junior at But-
ler this year.
First and second runner ups were
won by Patti Abbitt of Kappa Alpha
PMSt
Theta and Debbie Broiller of Alpha
Chi Omega. The contest format was
changed this year from its usua
formal evening style to a casual Fri-
day afternoon affair. The event was
its usual success due to the work
and efforts of judges Dr. Cripe and
Jim Gerard, announcer Jerry
Rothauser, and the Drift contest chair-
man Kothy Stout.
Deb Braiiier entertains the audience with her
quiclc answer to Jerry's on-the-spot question.
Chairman Kothy Stout, below, presents tro-
phies to Drift Beauty Pageant winners Deb
Broiller, Patti Abbitt, ond Queen Karol Kroetz.
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Julie's engaging smile, right,
judges and audience.
Finalists model for )he judg
Julie Opell, lower left, receives roses from
Master of Ceremonies John Goodwin.
^ BU-tiful Coeds Own Butler,
Glamour Top Ten Crowns
Butler has its share of beauties and
brains. Both the Miss Butler and
Glamour's Top Ten College Women
contests proved this to be true.
Charming Chris Gray captured the
hearts of the judges as well as the
Miss Butler title. The bright-eyed,
shapely blonde sang herself to Michi-
gan City to represent Butler in the
Miss Indiana Pageant.
Angel Flight sponsored Glamour's
search for the most outstanding col-
lege coed. The overall winner appears
in the Glamour magazine. Contestants
were judged on the basis of inter-
views, poise, and appearance. The
contest was held on Wednesday, De-
cember 1 at Robertson Hall. Con-
testants modeled off-campus dote
wear and sports outfits. Julie Opell, a
sophomore at Butler, captured the
winning title. She is an Alpha Phi
majoring in journalism. Master of
Ceremonies John Goodwin presented
Michele Jarvis and Cherry Acker with
first and second runner-up positions.
Hey,
your
Jan Hayden, how about
Phi Delta Theta admirers?
a big smile for
Phi
their
'Sighs'" over Susie Coonr
newly-elected sweetheart.
od, upper right
EX-q uisite Chris Kulesa, lower
of Sigma Chi.
left, charms the
Potti
Patti
ng her sweetheart Bruno i
Ferrucci, lower right.
Delt sweetheart
Love . . .
"Look at the two of us,
Strangers in many ways.
Let's take a lifetime to soy
I knew you well.
For only time will tell us so
And love may grow
For all we know."
^H
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Clowes Hall Cultivates Culture with Class
Both Butler and the community
benefited from the culture of Clowes
Hall this year. Appealing to all age
groups and to a variety of interest
groups, the entertainment this season
spanned a wide range.
The Broadway series included
"Promises, Promises" and "Sleuth."
Judy Collins and John Denver made
individual star appearances. Chase
and the Beach Boys added a different
twist. The enriching experiences avail-
able at Clowes offered students and
Indianapolis residents a chance for
relaxing entertainment and fun.
The audience wasn't "board" with "key" per-
former Roger Williams, far left.
The wit and humor of Will Rogers entertains
audiences in the form of James Whitmore's
characterization "Will Rogers' USA" at left.
udience finds the unique sound of Judy Collins, lower left, exciting
'both sides now" at her Clowes performance.
The superb performance by the
Orchestra of Moscow, above, thril
Russian Dancers of the Osipov Boloika
, the audience.
Jk,
Ballets Bring
Beauty, Add
Fame to BU
The Fine Arts are one of Butler's
specialties and the Butler Ballet cer-
tainly proves this. Both the ballet as
a group and the individual members
excelled in dance techniques and per-
formances. The touring company
graced Butler's campus with several
performances on the Clowes stage.
The dedication of participating
dancers contributes much to the fine
quality of the ballet.
The Ballet Company performed
many different types of dances last
year. One of the opening perfor-
mances of the 1971-72 season was
based upon the pranks of comic strip
characters. "The Adventures of Flick
and Flock" was choreographed by
Dance Department Chairman George
Verdak.
The Adventures of Flicl< and Flock,"
ture Jodi Welch and Joy Smith in
based on comic strip pranks.
right, feo-
this spoof
Members of the Butler Ballet, belo\
the Finale in the "Diable a Quatre
V, perform
ballet.
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Jordan Produces Classical to Pop Music
No corner of the campus, no matter
how remote or hidden, can escape
the melodious sounds drifting out of
the hails of Lilly Hall. Butler is for-
tunate to have one of the finest music
schools in the country at its fingertips.
The Jordan College of Music employs
some outstanding professional mu-
sicians who train students with a
great deal of potential for matching
their professors in accomplishments.
The music school aims to please
everyone with groups including the
Butler Bulldog Marching Band, the
University Choir, the Contemporary
Choir, the University Chorale, Butler
Orchestra, and the Symphonic Band.
These groups work together to pro-
duce the Music Series presented at
Clowes Hall. Crowds from both Butler
and surrounding communities flock to
see these performances. The music de-
partment at Butler University has en-
dowed the school with a great cul-
tural advantage.
Robertson Chape! makes a
for sounds of Jean Eckerly
beautiful background

-jfv . ^''-:^'
The dramatic, devilish Da
strange supernatural setting
Dramatists
Gain Poise
from Action
It's lights, camera, action with the
Butler University Drama Department,
The action wasn't lacking in produc-
tions such as Doctor Faustus, Good-
bye My Fancy, The Cocktail Party, and
After the Rain performed by Butler
drama students at Lilly Hall through-
out the year. Freshmen dramatists
gained onstage experience by partici-
pating in the Readers Theatre. De-
partment Chairman George Willeford
draws from both the faculty and stu-
dent assistants to operate this out-
standing school of drama.
The President of the college, played by John
Goodwin, left, explains his dilemnna to his
daughter Ginny Merrill (Shannon Sisson) in this
revealing scene from Goodbye My Fancy.
The performers and set ore all set for an
astounding production of the ploy After the
Rain, shown lower right.
Kevin McClarnon and Randy Goldsborough, be-
low, will be ready to party after this long re-
hearsal for The Cocktail Parly.
^^^>>--jfV" '2ft. , -« •"• r«
The Indianapolis 500 Track, top, is never this ennpty in May when the racing
croze hits the city and residents flock to Speedwoy.
The Art Museum ottrocts many students, such os Marsha Nicoson, above.
Trisho Whitcomb, left, contemplates quietly os she gazes at the open land
behind the new Indianapolis Art Museum.
Indianapolis Offers Diverse
Experiences, Entertainment
For their four years at Butler, stu-
dents make Indianapolis their home
and discover the city's attractions. In-
dianapolis offers diverse activities for
its varied inhabitants from the tradi-
tional Indianapolis 500 to the newly
built art museum. For years India-
napolis has been known as the race
capital of the world. The Indianapolis
500 attracts thousands of anxious
spectators every spring. The Speed-
way grounds turn into a campsite in
May when people set up their tents
and push to the front of the line for
infield tickets. The race highlights
spring activities for Butler students
who spend many hot afternoons at
the time trials, as far away from the
books as possible.
A new addition to Indianapolis has
a more academic emphasis. The In-
dianapolis Art Museum has been a
great cultural enrichment for the city.
Located a block from campus on the
Lilly estate, the museum offers an
expanse of rooms filled with famed
art objects.
Perri Carrington rests after an exh
thorough tour of the museum.
Char Carr appreciates the craftsi
this artwork while Roy White looks
for the missing head.
anship of
;xpectantly
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Greeks-Independents Strive-Succeed Together
Both Greeks and Independents
found 1971-72 to be a successful
year. Several projects were at-
tempted by each group separately.
The Greeks pursued their rush
changes, Greek Week, Greek news-
paper, and service projects. The In-
dependents sponsored a trip to Chi-
cago, and dances, entered Geneva
Stunts, and participated in several
campus committees.
The greatest achievement of both
Greeks and Independents last year
was the cooperative efforts that they
shared on such things as the Home-
coming project. Student Assembly
committees, and various concerts,
films, and assemblies. In addition to
these group projects, the individual
associations and developments made
during the past year have helped
both the Independents and the
Greeks to grow together.
Ogilsvie and Al Smith, right, turn the
rms on an interested "Independent thinker.
(-hunting Thetas Lisa Keller and Sue Kini
ow, trap Sig president Dale Collins.
Sue Schmanck, below, fills a friend in on all tfie latest Bull
Phi Psi Tom Sugtirue surveys the campus from the steps of Ross Ho
Restless dorm residents test out the new fence behind Ross Hall.
The split personality of Butler campus life is enhanced by th
Greek and Independent individuols and their cooperation.
-^ * ^ -jTNi. 3l:
Bulldog Ax
Fells ISU
Sycamores
Coach Bill Sylvester's gridiron team
scored several firsts during this year's
season. A Homecoming win over In-
diana State, 21-14, was the highlight
of the ten-game schedule. Benched
along the vi/estside of the Butler Bovid
this year, the Bulldogs finished sec-
ond in the Indiana Collegiate Confer-
ence in total defense and third in
total offense. Junior Tom Redmond
was named the Most Valuable Line-
man by the coaches of the ICC by
leading the Conference in pass
receiving.
Senior George Yearsich won the
Hilton U. Brown award for mental
attitude. His seven interceptions set
a modern Bulldog record. Len Brown,
also a senior, received the Most
Valuable Back award at the Fall
Sports Banquet while Seniors Ephraim
Smiley and Phil Fitzsimmons tied as
Most Valuable Lineman.
Members of the 1971 Football Team are, first row: George Yearsich, Len Br -vn irl vV'uf. Dave
Pryor, Bruce Cormichoel, Otto Hurrie, Dave Andress, Tom Butler, Bill Koontz, Fred Hebert, Mike Mc-
Divitt, Kevin McClarnon, Rich VonderHaar, Rich Keith. Second rov^: Bill Sylvester, Harold Huffman,
Mike Caito, Phil Fitzsimmons. Chuck Hawkins, Keith Himmel, Wayne Stohley. Harold Schmitz, Ken
Dainton, Ben Oppenlander, Ron Cooper, Dove Totum, Mark Hoffman, Steve Clayton, Tom Redrr
Steve Fickert, Don Benbow. Third row: Dove Oberting, Sam Mottingly, Phil Schluge, Bob Rykovich,
nard, Dave Metzinger, Rick Lewis, Tom Isenbarger, Fred Powell, Tom Fischer, Bill Pallone,
Bob Grendo, Glenn Sexouer, Lee Schluge, Tim Kelly, Don Snyder, Jim Houss. Fourth row: Mark Eckerle,
John Boyless, Tom Freos, Howard Kenney, Dave Delaney, Al Tucker, Jeff Stearns, Andy Wetzel, Mark
Corbett, Jack Dapinec, Mark O Brien, Dan Rhoodes, Jack Peebles, Dave Hein, Gene Myett, Ephraim
Smiley, Don Nolan.
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ing lineman Tom
pass
Redm ond, eaps h gh
R ch Vor
th tha
derHoor, are
t Sycamore?
you tockli ng or grappi ng
BU Opp.
Akron 14
Ball State 27
DePouw 15 13
Wabash 14
St. Joseph 6 24
Indiana State 21 14
Evansville 8 21
Valparaiso 12 48
Western Kentuc ky 31
Indiana Centra Col. 12 17
The Bulldog defensive unit, upper left, takes a
break during the Indiana State game.
Ephraim Smiley, Butler tight end, retires to the
sidelines after receiving a touchdown pass, at
Number 44, Ben Oppenlander, the 1971 lead-
ing ground gainer, carries the ball during the
Valparaiso game.
Fred Hebert runs around another Butler player
to evade an oncoming Indiana State Sycamore
during the Homecoming game.
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Only a TD can ease th
Howie Kenney's face, top left.
Strong Ben Oppenlander remains upright despite
the attempts of the Valpo tacklers.
e Phillippe and Becky Re
sidelines for the start of the sh
Quarterback Steve Clayton, above, prepares to
throw a touchdown pass.
Cheerleaders Kevin Murphy and Vicki Truox
seem engrossed in their efforts.
Rich Keith and his dad, bottom right, discuss
football before the Dad's Day game.
1
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Band, Honeys, Twirlers Parade for Fans
Under the direction of Mr. Vincent
Paxcia, the Butler University March-
ing Band, Half Time Honeys, and
Twirlers perform at all home football
and basketball games and in several
community parades. The group also
performed at the St. Joseph University
game in Renselaer, Indiana.
This year's Half Time Honeys are
under the leadership of Captain Lisa
Fusillo. Undaunted by heat, rain and
snovk', the Honeys perform various
routines, along with the band, using
multi-colored pom-poms, flags and
umbrellas.
The Twirlers were chosen during
Orientation Week, as were the
Honeys, according to their twirling
ability and poise. During basketball
season, the twirlers often perform in-
dividually with fire batons or in gym-
nastic routines.
Butler athletic spectators are treat-
ed to the fine instrumental and pre-
cision marching skills of the Marching
Bulldogs, who are led by Drum Ma-
jors Bob Thatcher and Dave
Petermann.
The 1971 Half Time Honeys or
Peak, Gail Shepley, Janet Farr
Sue Schron, Becky Christensen
Schumaker, Helen Perkins, Tamn
row: Leah Quokinbu
re Curry. Lisa Kelle
Poutsch, Sue BuscI
1, Laura Derby, Debsie Daniels, Carol Mc-
Laurie Smith. Second row; Debbie Witt,
Jo Beth Corey, Donna Owen, Jeonnie
The Marching Bulldogs present
Spangled Banner" durina their pre-
Drum Majors Dave Petermann and Bob Thatcher
jirectly below, alertly count the seconds before
ngnalling the start of the show.
The Twirlers for 1971 ore, from front to bo
Margaret Aston, Beth Phelon, Jamie Phillippe.
:k: Becky Reiss, Jo Ann VanWinkle, Debb.e Gensch,
Dick Nogel, middle left, shields his
the glare of the October sun.
Directly above, these four Band me
varied thoughts running through the
they prepare to march.
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fwirlers Becky Rei:
right, seem obiivic
November day.
and Debbit
to the CO
Gensch,
i of the
Honey Leah Quokinbush, lower right,
thusiasticolly at the crowd.
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Butler Bulldogs Cagers Face
Nationally Ranked Schedule
The Butler Varsity Basketball team
faced a rigorous schedule this year
which included nationally-ranked
teams Marquette, Indiana, Ohio
State and Oral Roberts. The Bulldogs,
led by Coach George Theofanis, post-
ed a six-wins and twenty-losses rec-
ord during the 1971-72 season. The
wins included a 79-75 upset of highly-
regarded Cincinnati.
Bill Shepherd was named the Most
Valuable Player, and Oscar Evans
received the Hilton U. Brown Award
for Mental Attitude, at the Utes Bas-
ketball Banquet. These two served the
team as Co-Coptains while reigning
as Butler's total point leader and
leading scorer, respectively, for the
season.
On February 19, Bruce Blomberg,
Oscar Evans, Dove Holt, Jim Hurt, and
Bill Shepherd played their last col-
lege game against Valpo.
Members of the i 97 1 Varsity Basketball team are, first raw. Bill Shepfierd, John Rondel, Clorence
Cram, Rex McCullough, Bob Kenogy. Second row: Ken Runyan, Ted Milkey, Dave Holt, Bruce Blom-
berg, Oscar Evans, Tom Dennig. Third row: Scott Neat, Mike Glancy, Kent Ehret, Jim Hurt, Daryl
Mason, Mcrty Monserez, Bob Schroeder, George Theofanis.
Bulldog Co-Captoin, Bill Shepherd,
basket during this jump shot.
mbers of the 1971 Junior Varsity Basketball Team .
c McCullough, Bob Kenagy, Brad Goffinet. Second ro\
lig Reinhardt, Bob Norton, Tom Isenbarger, Dave Spe
picture is Assistant Coach Lou Taylor.
ire, first row:
/: John Boyle
:kman. Coach
John Cvengros, Kyle Eggert,
;s, Ted Milkey, Robert Jones,
Bob Schroeder. Missing from
Coach George Theofanis makes some sideline suggestions to his fighting Bulldogs.
Marty Monserez watches teammates Oscar Evans and Daryl Mason declaw a DePauw Tiger.
Tali Jim Hurt, top left, outiump:
for a basket.
Senior Bill Shepherd
guard and eyes th

JSa-
The 1971 Freshman Cheerleaders are, first row: Helen Perkins, Donna Zay, Sue
Bev Nugent. Second row: Penny Orbison, Paula Frasz.
Busch, Dione Humphrey,
nd on opponent to maintain the offensive patte
During the Texas Arlington gome, Kent Ehret makes a loyup look easy.
Clarence Crain darts
for the Butler Bulldog
Coach Theofanis summarizes the season
the boys at the Utes banquet
for
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Schedule
BU Opp.
Illinois 71 73
Drake 77 87
Indiana Central 95 105
Minnesota 56 77
Wabash 77 65
Western Kentucky 69 91
Ohio State 70 82
Michigan State 71 77
Indiana 74 85
Cincinnati 79 75
Ball State 85 92
Evansville 92 105
DePauw 78 75
Texas (Arlington) 82 87
Toledo 55 78
Indiana State 66 81
Oral Roberts 107 118
St. Joseph's 77 87
Ball State 88 86
Valparaiso 73 91
Indiana State 84 80
DePauw 78 76
Evansville 93 98
Marquette 76 90
St. Joseph's 73 84
Valparaiso 77 99
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Introduced befori
bers of the Butler
of the
1 Team c
lost horr
nd their |
th St. Joseph s College
iThe 1971 Varsity Chec
Nancy Winkler. Third
Spoon.
are, in front: Mary Beth Sullivan. Second row: Jill Hedge
al Dorsey, Bob Taylor, Kevin Murphy. Fourth row; Jonel
Vicki Truax,
Tsaros, Jan
Above, Freshman Kevin Murphy smiles as his team mo
Mary Beth Sullivan, right, rejoices over a Bulldog victory.
down the field.
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Members of the 1971 Tennis Team are: Coach
Mike Reardon, Ion Harris, Ned Miller, Carter
Ryan, Mike Smitha, Tom John
Spiriters Promote Bulldogs;
Racketeers Place in ICC
The positive promoters of Butler
spirit this year are hard at work in
originating new cheers and stunts.
The cheerleaders were chosen last
spring in a rigorous tryout session
which required the ability to do splits,
cartwheels, walkovers and at least
three kinds of jumps. Also, the men
Cheerleaders are getting standard
uniforms. The captain of this year's
team is Vicki Truax.
powerful serve.
left, opens the set
The youthful Butler tennis team
fared well against heavy competition
last spring. Team members placed
sixth in the ICC meet. With a four to
eight win-loss record. Coach Mike
Reardon has high hopes for future
season competition. Team member
Jack Higgins placed a noteworthy
second in the singles competition in
the Little State Tournament.
Schedule
BU 0pp.
*lndiana Cen. Col. 1/2 2/8
*Wabash College 3/2 0/11
Franklin College 5 4
Indiana State U. 0/2 6/8
*DePauw Univ. 0/0 3/1
Ball State Univ. 5 8
Anderson Col. 3 7
*St. Joseph's Col. 10/6 3/1
Notre Dame Univ. 7 3
*Valparaiso Univ. 1/1 3/2
Marian College 3 5
Indiana Univ. 0/1 13/2
Univ. of Cincinnaf 4/0 3/6
Marian College 4 6
*U. of Evansville 3/8 7/2
ICC Games
Members of the 1971 baseball team ore, first roW: Norm Bristley, Kent Le Beau, Jeff Neeley, Greg
Zinn, Butch Kurth, Rich Dieralf, John Nelson, M.ke Watson, Tom Johnson, Steve SchracJer, Tom Warner.
Second row: Jim Mc Linn, Bruce Carmichoel, Curt Le Beau, Randy Reed, Joe Hickman, Mike Scanlan,
Steve Clayton, Chuck Hawkins, Jim Curry, John Buis, Dave Hullett.
Coach Warner Premiers
As Athletic Director, Coach
The Bluesox, Butler's baseball
team, was off to on early start with
Athletic Director and Bluesox Coach,
Tom Warner, screening the talent
and making final preparations for
trimming the team members down to
the 25 man maximum by late Febru-
ary. The pitching staff was led by Let-
terman Norm Bristley, who was ably
aided by Kent LeBeau and rookies
Steve Clayton, Jim AAcLinn, Chuck
Hawkins and Mike Scanlan. Coach
Warner led the Bluesox to seven wins
and seventeen losses in his premier
season. The Butler diamond proudly
sports a new tarp which the Athletic
Department purchased from the Cin-
cinnati Reds.
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Kevin McDowell, Coach Stan Lyons and
Burleson stand proud, holding their awards
ing the Fall Sports Banquet.
Determined Tom Burleson, below, was the j
ber one man throughout most of the seasor
the outstanding Bulldog harriers.
Drybrough and Kevir
Ives during a meet.
McDowell pa
Linksmen Putt to ICC 2nd
Harriers Post Fine Record
Under Coach Jim Hauss's guidance,
Butler golfers endured rough competi-
tion throughout the season as team
members Carl March, Neal Dorsey,
Greg Hardin, Terry Curry and Jack
Owen prepared for the state tourna-
ment. Carl March shot a 2 under par
70 to lead the season as Butler de-
feated St. Joseph College, Indiana
Central and Bluffton in a midseason
contest. Butler fired a 301, outshoot-
ing St. Joseph and Indiana Central's
scores of 311. Bluffton followed with
a 331. In the ICC tournament, Butler's
golfers faired a respectable second
place.
Coach Stan Lyons and his Cross
Country team had an outstanding
season with 34 wins and 6 losses. The
fifth place finish in the Little State
meet was the best showing in years
for a Butler team. Tom Burleson paced
the Bulldogs as the Most Valuable
Runner. He was honored at the Fall
Sports Banquet along with Kevin Mc-
Dowell, co-captain, who was pre-
sented the Mental Attitude award.
Coach Lyons was also awarded a
plaque by the team denoting him as
"the greatest coach a team could
ever hove." Other members of the
team include: John Minko, Larry
Miller, Niven Drybrough, co-captain
Bob Teckenbrock, John Gunn and
Steve Bridges.
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The members of the 1971 Track Team are, first row: Greg Johnson, Tom Burleson, Mike Leomon, John
Curtis, Kevin McCloron, Steve Bridges, Al Tucker. Second row: Joe Davis, Dennis Sparks, Eddie Wil-
liams, Dana Hood, Kevin McDowell, John Gunn, Henry Van Moaren, Jim Andrews. Third row: Steve
Carmichael, Fred Harrup, Charles Pittman, Ben Tinnon, Mike Burns, Jim Hurt, Mark Pruitt, Dove Lautner,
Gerald Woolfolk, Kevin Drybrough, Stan Lyons.
Superstar
Cinderman
Undefeated
Butler track can be summed up in
two words . . . one name . . . Gerald
Woolfolk. In four seasons, superstar
Gerry averaged over 20 points per
meet. Against ICC Championship win-
ner, Wabash, Woolfolk scored an
amazing 26 72 points. He was unde-
feated in four years of long jump and
triple jump competition. Leading But-
ler to 3rd place in ICC he scored 24
'/j
points. Twice he won the coveted
Scott Ham Award. In Center Collegiate
he was an inch short of Jesse Owen's
25'9" record.
Eddie Williar
for first place
Crossing the
near right, breaks the string
first is Harvey Kelley.
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One might ask Hilton U. Brown medal winner, Ceroid Woolfolk, upper left,
"How many records are there left to be broken?"
For Joe Davis, below, the only way is up and over.
Schedu e
BU Opp.
Wabash
Relays 3-1 sts 1 -2nd 3-3rds
Wabash College 76 80
DePauw Invltationa
Oakland City Col. 100 54
Indiana Cen. Col. 54 93
Ball State Relays
DePauw Univ. 88 66
Little State Meet 6th of 17
Big State Meet 6th of 16
Manchester College 71 83
Steve
onothe
f^
At the Spring Sports Banquet, Gerald Woolfolk, two-time winner of th.
Scott Hann Award for the outstanding trackman, accepts the Andy WiMiam
Award for being the outstanding athlete of the year.
Oscar Evans, right, the Co-Most Valuable player in basketball, v
ber of the National Junior College Basketball Championship Ti
Vincennes University during the 1969-1970 school year.
Bulldog gridder, Tom Redmond, is the ICC Most Valuable Lineman,
Hilton U. Brown Award winner, George Yearsich, is NCAA schola
Superstars
Capture Top
Recognition
Several Butler athletes representing
varius sports, brought honor to their
school and to themselves by being
recognized for their athletic efforts.
Oscar Evans, a member of the Na
tional Junior College Basketbal
Championship team while at Vin
cennes University during the 1969
1970 school year, was chosen Co
Most Valuable Player for Butler.
The coaches of the Indiana Col-
legiate Conference chose Tom Red-
mond as the Most Valuable Lineman
in the Conference. Tom led the Bull-
dogs and the ICC in pass-receiving
by catching 42 passes for 658 yards.
By breaking the record of Bobby
Plump, who finished his basketball
career with 1439 points in 1959, Bill
Shepherd became Butler's all-time
point leader. Butler's Co-Most Valu-
able Player was also selected to par-
ticipate in the 10th Annual East-West
All-Star Basketball game by the Na-
tional Association of Basketball
Coaches.
Gerald Woolfolk was honored by
the ICC by being one of five athletes
chosen to compete for the Tony
Hinkle Award for the outstanding
player of all sports. For two consecu-
tive years, he has received Butler's
Scott Ham Award for the outstand-
ing trackman. He was the recipient
of the Andy Williams Award for the
outstanding athlete of the year, which
is based on scholarship, leadership
and athletic participation.
One of thirty-three scholarships for
graduate study was awarded to
George Yearsich by the National Col-
legiate Athletic Association. George
was chosen as a candidate-at-large,
and the award, which is based on
both scholastic and athletic com-
petence, has never before been given
to a Butler athlete. He was also
awarded the Hilton U. Brown Award
for mental attitude. His seven inter-
ceptions set a modern Bulldog record.
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Phi Delta Ch men are: (row c nel Dr. Doer , w. Smith, J. Tabe , Ernie
Boyd, George Long, David Lubchansky, pres. Ray Wicoff George Lewis
Rocky Neal, Kent Kerkhor, Mike Rowlanc
,
(ravV two Tony Buser, J. Bailey
Bill McGinnis, Rick McKeehan, Rick Cho ndler Jerry Frede ick, (row three
Fred Ottensme yer, Robert Henry, Robert Rich, Bill W ulkey. John McKinney
Scott Lucas, ( row four) Bob Le vis. Ma k Loveless, Carl Ragozzin 0, Rex
Marling, U. Kr ocke, Paul Mayer.
Lambda Kappa Sigma women ore: (row
Sandy Soucek, Peggy Luken, Dawg, Poi
nel Judy Harvey, Carol Stickan,
Nelson, (row two) Ruth Pietru-
Anita Lee, Corol Bowers, Sherry
Heverling, Terri Schumaker, Gail Webb Johnson, (row three) Jeanne Haw-
kms, Doreen Deffenbaugh, Jeanne Reising, Beth Larenzen.
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Pharmacy Dispenses Cures,
Lectures on Drug Abuse
The College of Pharmacy at Butler
University is an ever busy communi-
ty. Students operate a dispensary,
filling prescriptions for fellow stu-
dents who live on campus as well as
members of the Butler community.
Many members of the pharmacy hon-
oraries participate in a drug abuse
lecture series, offering facts where
fantasy prevailed.
Tours of the Pharmacy building are
^^"
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given daily, providing a look into the
world of chemicals, measures, and
periodic properties, Complicated
courses such as psycho-pharmaceuti-
cals and pharmaceutical jurispru-
dence become commonplace.
Hard work and dedication prove
to be the rule, not the exception, and
are rewarded by membership in the
pharmacy honorories. Phi Delta Chi
and Lambda Kappa Sigma,
.>.:UtlH'tlit.l|lfV-«iimh,
Endless rows of chemicals, the responsibihty of
dispensing the right combination of those chem-
icals, and the warning as to the unwise use of
such chemicals ore all part of a day in the life
of a Pharmacy student.
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Maybe o few more workshops will help th(
the Purdue Invitational Tournament like Todd
Speaking out aturally argument is organized.
Forensic Team Successful
Record Proves Undebatable
One of the most unrecognized
groups at Butler, and yet, one that
has brought B.U. much acknowledge-
ment throughout the Midwest is the
debating team. These talkative, re-
searching, argumentative men and
women have ventured into the circles
of distinguished debating regions and
emerged proudly with an 81 % win-
ning record. Dr. "Coach" Gripe re-
quires little of his most successful and
hard-working members except that
they be "beautiful and intelligent."
The first weekend of March, 1971,
marked the beginning of the annual
Butler Invitational. The end of Oc-
tober saw members of other Midwest
colleges converging here for the But-
ler Invitational Individual Speech
Tournament.
A few of the outstanding indi-
vidual victories included Ginny Lom-
bardo debating her way to the State
Oratorical Championship (Women's
Division), a feat which proved to be
the first such victory at Butler in twen-
ty years. Todd Nielson and Rhonda
Isakson captured the Eastern Illinois
Invitational early in the fall, and Todd
and Tom Sughrue continued the
team's triumphant effort by seizing
the Central Michigan Invitational.
To encourage debating on the high
school level, the Butler Speech De-
partment annually sponsors the High
School Debate Clinic and the National
Forensic Congress. Delta Sigma Rho-
Tau Kappa Alpha, the debate honor-
ary, sets a good example for these
future forensic followers by requiring
members to be in the upper fourth of
their class and to have two years of
outstanding forensic activity.
A funny thing happened on the way to captur-
ing another debate title, and Dr. Cripe savors the
moment, above left.
Tom Sughrue and Todd Nielson proudly display
their prize from the Central Michigan Invitational
Tournament, left.
Todd, above, takes the "negative."
Collegian Sniffs Out News
And Other Pressing Issues
The mass confusion and massed
bodies in Jell Hall every Wednesday
and Friday mornings can be blamed
on the Collegian staff members, those
hard-working men and women who
labor endlessly to publish the news
of Butler University. This year headed
by Esther Eisman, these journalism
majors faithfully covered campus ac-
tivities, presented special reports on
local issues of concern, and offered a
page as a sounding board for the
opinions of the encouraged and dis-
Taking a break in their busy schedule to sm
at the camera, the Collegian staff include
(seated) Colleen Albert, Lana Stinnett, Su!
Gwinn, Kevin McDowell, Esther Eisman. Istan
ing) John Doyle, Jay Loprest, Paul Ingram, Ju
Opell, Terry Anderson, Paul Levin, Jane Sin
Don Thrasher, John Hardesty, and Steve Hughe
gruntled, the active and apathetic,
and the remainder of Butler students.
Under the guidance of Col. Barron,
the Collegian was rushed twice a
week to the eager hands of students
in Jell Hall.
Such newsy endeavors were sup-
ported by Sigma Delta Chi, the hon-
orary for men and women in journal-
ism. This organization sponsored lec-
tures and political forums in efforts to
promote a more well-informed public
and campus.
Right: Energetic staff n
earthshattering efforts.
agerly eye the
Steve Hughes, left, takes time out from his busy schedule to think for the
Drift photographers.
Below: John Neff, mayoral candidate, speaks
by Sigma Delta Chi before the November e
Members of Sigma Delta Chi, journalism honorary, are: (seated) Lana Stin-
nett, Esther Eisman (president), (standing) Steve Hughes, Jane Sims, John
Doyle, John Hardest/, Susie Gwinn, Paul Levin, Kevin McDowell, and Julie
Opell.
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Nancy Doucette, left, represented one-third of the
guest speaker spotlight as Matrix Table served
up stimulating scenes from bygone Drift, WAJC,
and Collegian days.
Getting together ir
formative communi
Sigma Phi, right, a
Sharpneck, Marsha Planck, Lana btinnett, M.ex
Bond, and Janet McKown, pres. Missing from the
picture are: (first row) Cindy Schomel. (second
ra Gilman.
Communicators "Write" On,
Give Hubs, Spokes, Wheels
Theta Sigma Phi, an honorary pro-
fessional organization for women in
communications, continues to struggle
against almost overwhelming odds to
maintain its balance in a world of
mergers between male and female
organizations.
As its senior members in radio,
television and the press voted to
change its name to Professional Com-
municators, Theta Sigs went ahead to
present an outstanding Matrix Table,
where Chimes and AAortar Board, the
junior and senior women's honoraries,
tapped new members and where
Hub, Spoke and Wheel awards were
made. These are awards honoring
outstanding sophomore, junior and
senior women. They are chosen on the
basis of leadership and scholarship.
And who should be in a better posi-
tion to know who these women ore
than the Communicators of Theta
Sigma Phi?
Speaking of Spokes, these fair ladies "connect- Resting awhile from their 'Hub'' bub of activ-
ed" this year with phenomenal feats o femi- ities, Cindy Schamel, Bambi Bignoll, and Kathy
nine fame. They are, (bottom to top). Noncy Wise wheel down West Hampton, (below, left),
Zaiud, Donna Berkshire, Candy Cox, Jacque after a busy year at B.U.
Cropo, and Cheryl Judge.
Meanwhile, Jamie Phillips, (below), pedals hard
and fast to catch up with her cohorts of Hub

Angel, Arnold Unfurl Wings
Over Wild Blue BU Yonder
The Frank Borman chapters of the
Arnold Air Society and Angel Flight
were given national recognition with
the naming of Kitzi Haycox as the
Outstanding Angel Flight Commander
and of Miss Daisy Everhart as the Na-
tional Honorary Angel.
This year, under the guidance of
Captain Thomas Pickens and with
Robert Vogler and Nani Hoogs serv-
ing as commanders, both organiza-
tions presented the Military Ball,
treated orphans to Butler football and
basketball games, raised the flag at
the beginning of every football game,
participated in the Big Brother Project,
and hosted the Butler University Invi-
tational State Drill Meet.
In addition, members of Angel
Flight sponsored an essay contest on
Americanism in a loco! elementary
school, conducted a clean-up cam-
paign in the Holcomb pond area,
sponsored Glamour's Top Ten Best
Dressed Coed Contest, and served as
tour guides during Butler's High
School Day.
Requirements for membership in
the Arnold Air Society include a grade
average of 2.0 and participation in
the Air Force ROTC program. Angel
Flight members are chosen by appli-
cation and an interview of freshmen
women with a 2.2 grade average.
Cook, above,
beronce.
Commander Nani Hoogs, top right,
reign as Military Ball Queen.
njoys her
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Honoraries'
Activities Go
Full Range
The scope and intensity of activities
of Butler's honorary organizations
varied once again this year. Alpha
Lambda Delta and Phi Eta Sigma, na-
tional freshmen scholastic honoraries,
sponsored a tea for prospective mem-
bers. Utes, the sophomore men's
honorary, elected officers in Decem-
ber and looked forward to selecting
activities.
Spurs, the sophomore vi/omen's ser-
vice honorary, aided the University
during Orientation Week, collected
Coke cans for recycling, and spon-
sored various money-making projects
to provide meals for needy families
during holidays, candy for hospital-
ized children on Hallovi/een, and sup-
plies and financial support for their
notional philanthropy. Projects Con-
cern. Chimes, the junior women's
service organization, ushered during
Student Assembly lectures, led tours
at the Indianapolis Art Museum, and
raised money for their philanthropies.
Top; Forming a spirited "S" tor service are Butler's Spurs. From top, right, they ore Garnet Vaughan,
Goye Shirey, pres., Mary Washburn, Jan Spoon, Sheridan Kolle, Joan Schwartz, Nancy Cooper, sec,
Ann Scherer, Jo Anne Stokes, Sara Mcintosh, Trees., Angel Farinelli, Dottie Davis, Nancy Winkler, Deb-
bie Felkins, Diane Miller, Kathy Eggers, Patti Shute, advisor, Mrs. Forber, faculty advisor, Debbie Fuller,
Susan Barnes, Candy Haas, Prill McDonald, Gilda Kingsbury, Barbara Tackett, Karen Broering, Ingrid
Ozols, Wendy Stiles, Julie Opell.
Above: Service rings their Chimes for these members of the junior honorary. They are, first row; Michele
Vaughan, Chris Gray, Patti Shute, Janet Forror, Vicki Sidebottom. Second row: Karilyn Sisson, Lynn
Qualkinbush, Abie Horter, Becky Pearce, Alyson Hermoyer, Chris King, Chris Luka, Kathy Wise. Third
row: Pom Womer, Rhonda Isakson, Bambi Bignoll, pres., Pam Hulett, Jane Rothert, Susan Parks, Bar-
bara Means, Carole Papola.
A strategic search through the library netted these members of Alpha
Lambda Delta and Phi Eta Sigma: (kneeling) Theresa Moore, Ingrid Ozols,
Becky Wood, Debbie Fuller, Jo Anne Stokes, Linda Pautsch, Chris Russel,
(standing) Julie Opell, Sara Mcintosh, Jan Spoon, Wendy Stiles, Don Rockey,
Dave Presti, Brent Wildmon, John McKinney, Greg Buchanan, Karen Broering.
Looking forward to hosting the Spring Basketball Banquet are this year*
Utes: (first row) Paul Nohmios, Bob Berg, Ted Leverenz, Pat Quinn, treos.
Brent Wildmon, pres., Mike Sworzman, v-pres. Second row: Dove Carlson
Bob Wolstein, John M. Goodwin, Rickey Holden, John Seright, Joe Hickman
Tom Freas, John Nicholson.
ilffll
Noted for their ability to
with success, the member
above, left to right, Chr
Miss Wohler (advisor], I
Leslie Bishop, Jill Hedge.
noke the kitcher
of Pi Epsilon F
i King, Jennifei
Tiily Dogeforde
Gail Berry, Patti Abbitt,
Mortindill, Barb Gilbert,
Ready to serve the creative efforts in the home 'round the clock, Welvi^yn
Club members ore, clockv^ise at 6:30: Susan Hopkins, Jennifer Meals, Jill
Hedge, Joni Shoheen, Dottie Davis, Susan Barnes, Becky Christensen, Ann
Lutz, Barb Pickett, Chris King, Jon Horner, Patti Abbitt, Jeanne Chouquette,
Sue Schultz, Kothy Welisek, Mary Porter, Sherry Snnith, Claire Curry, Sue
Schron, Emily Dogeforde, Barb Gilbert, Leslie Bishop, Janet Sautter, Gail
Berry.
Education, Home Ec Clubs
Cook Up Botch of Methods
Are you tired of the same dinner
every night? Do your clothes hang
limp on you even when that's not
the style? Is your diet balanced? Have
you ever tried to create a dress? Do
your classes put you to sleep? Was
your history test relevant? Does your
professor really enjoy his work, or is
teaching just a way of earning a
living for him? How important are
grades?
These questions may not seem very
noteworthy to some people, but to
the members of the home economics
and education departments of Butler,
they are only the beginning of prepa-
ration for a career. Welwyn Club and
Pi Epsilon Phi have provided outlets
through which the problems and the
discoveries of early home-making
might be aired. Student Education As-
sociation and Kappa Delta Pi have
enabled future teachers to share com-
mon experiences and work towards
better school systems by catching
problems early.
Celebrating the end of another wee
Norwood Ipres.l, Dr. Bernard (odvi!
Keller, Carolyn Londis, Toni Metz,
Chotlos, Mary Stiller, Ruby Davis,
( ore the members of Kappa Delta Pi: (sitting) Nancy Zolud, Judy
or], Noni Hoogs; Ikneeling] Jeanne Reassou, Jane Graduate, Ellen
Dona Knoe, Phyllis Hurley, Donna Abbott, Karen Kinel, Kitzi
Diana Shaw, Becky Vance, Pam Smith, (standing); Dana Deich,
Cindy Kirsch, Vickie Beck, Paula Weddle, Phyllis McGrew, Gaye Wagner, Nan Steck, Susan Parks, Jane
Graves, John Doe, Mary Ann Hudock, Mrs. Kaplan, Jane Glasser, Mary Moore, Prudenc.
Tom Lorch, Dean Nygoard, Nancy Bernard, Dr. Boop, Kothy Wise.
nbers, left and belo of teaching
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SA, YR, "Y" See Year of
Questioning, Winning, Fusing
Asking "why" occupied much of
the time of Student Assembly this
year as proposals for "no hours" and
"open visitation" were rejected by
the Administration with little explana-
tion. However, much time was profit-
ably spent in sponsoring weekend
band concerts, the lecture series, the
film festival, and Spring Weekend.
Buddy Fields headed the group and
directed the boycott of Homecoming
events as a means of calling atten-
tion to the situation of student affairs
on BU's campus.
Young Republicans saw the fruits
of election efforts as November came
and went. Politics was integrated with
studies and produced promising
pastimes.
Unity was stressed as the union
of YMCA and YWCA chapters was
announced. The new Intercollegiate
"Y" really "got together" to sponsor
Geneva Stunts, Spring Sing, Fresh-
man Camp, and the Blue Book.
Taking ,n some fresh air ''up on the roof and
hning up the activities for this year's Inte
legiate y are, below, Charlie Brown, p
YMCA, Lori Showley, Debbie Creasey, Becky
Norman, pres., Intercollegiote "Y", Janet Mi
Coy, Carlo Koontz, treas., Ruth Pietrusin
ski, Linda Pautsch, pres., YWCA, Duane Font.
Claiming victory behind the banner of a sue
cessful mayoral campaign, these Young Repub
licans look forward to the brighter side of poli
tics. They are, from left, Debbie Nackenhorst
David Hopkins, Anne Lutz, Marc Farris, Susar
Johnston, Susan Niermeyer, Pom Hollingseod
Mary Harter, Susan Kinne, Brian Baldwin, Sarc
Mcintosh, Lew McCabe, Randy Hoss, pres.
Rick Palm, Tim Wright, Kathy Garrett, Robert
Henry, Cathie Moloney, Potti Denton, Linda
Cook, Bob Schmidt.
li
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AIS, AWS,
PE Reveal
'71-2 Teams
Sporting around this year have
been the members of AIS, AWS, and
the physical education programs. The
Association of Independent Students,
an organization for non-Greeks, spon-
sors an annual Spring outing and
service projects. The Association of
Women Students is open to any Butler
coed and hosts the annual Freshman
Skits. PEMAA Club and Delta Psi Kap-
pa attract women who wish to teach
physical education, thereby helping
to keep the children of the future
healthy and happy.
Carrying the boll this yeor for PEMM are
Mary Jo Vidal, Sally Chestnut, Donne
Jonell Tsaros, Janet Hauser, Betty Smith, Lind.
Miller, Debbie Gensch, Kathy Eggers, Jan Spa
Sue Carrison, pres.
Delta Psi Kappa members include Sally Chestnut,
Donna Owen, Betty Smith, Sue Carrison, Debbie
Gensch, Linda Miller, Janet Hauser
Gathering together for a business meeting and
o little girls' talk ore these members of the As-
sociation of Women Students: (sitting) Marsha
Metcalf (treas.l, Jacque Crapo (pres.), Carlo
Koontz (lAWS contact), Mary Oswald. (Second
row) Susan Barnes, Emily Mills, Jan Tews, Lu
Ann Spencer, Kitty Parsons (sec), Karen Broering,
Becky Spradling. (Third row) Dottie Davis, Sher-
Joyce Laudit
Margaret Orel
McGrody, Kathi
', Sallyann
Miller.
Kerchner, Sus<
Rounding out another good year at Butler ore
the members of the Association of Independent
Students. They ore, clockwise from 3:15 a.m.
(after hours), Jane Titus, Cindy Kolenko, Ned
Miller, Barb Helvaty, Ann Schwartz (sec), Pat-
rick Quinn, Henri J. Pousordien |v-pres.), Larry
L. Hanson, David Allen, Debbie Fuller, Joan
Schwartz (treos.), Walt Schneider (pres.), Nenna
Davis, Tom Cornet.
Sounding off In their own way ore some of the
members of WAJC; (first row) Gory Hohn, Dove
Smith, Gary Havens, Josh Littman, Chuck Morse,
Rick Cummmgs, Bill Birdman, Sue Giowoti,
(second row) Gory Nash, Chris Cawthorne,
Wendy Stiles, Al Freedman, Alex Bond, Dean
landsman, Mark Emmons, Chris Molly, Sheryl
Radtke, Steve Cole, Marsha Planck, Sara Gilmon,
(third row) Rosorio Dumouol, John Marks, Heidi
Eikenberry, Walt Golden, Steve Alexander, Ken
Double, Neol Moore, Emilie Borg, Kim Hurst,
Tom Spencer, (fourth row) Jim Keddie, Don
Dorko, Lynda Sharpnock, Walt Zwirko, Larry
Loomis, Fred Frye, Al Keddie, Ron Short, John
Vena, Ray Klipsch, Randy Reed, Tom Bean.
Radio-TV Dept Finds Good
Vibs with WAJC-FM Wave
"At this time, WAJC in Indianapo-
lis begins another broadcasting
day . . ." with this, Butler's radio
voice occupies the 104.5 spot on the
FM dial for thirteen hours of music,
news, sports, and public affairs
broadcasting. The students of the
Radio and Television Department pre-
sent "The Variety Sound" in India-
napolis to a widespread audience in-
cluding all of Central Indiana and
portions of Illinois, Ohio, and
Kentucky.
From "Concert Hall" to "A Jazz
Experience," and from live broadcasts
of the Metropolitan Opera to "Big
Band Swing" and "News 60," the
students learn all aspects of radio
broadcasting. Two shows popular
among the campus audience are
"Revolutions" and "Sounds Contem-
porary." "Revolutions" features two
hours of the best of the current hard
and heavy rock sounds. "Sounds
Contemporary" is a free and easy,
calmly paced show, highlighting the
tops in current hits.
Staff positions such as Program
Director, Music Director, and Chief
Engineer are held by the students.
Radio Butler University is the only
campus radio station in the country
totally operated by students.
All of the students in the depart-
ment are quickly thrust into the cam-
pus eye, for, wherever they go, so go
those golden tones. And the swoon-
ing coeds never fail to recognize their
favorite deejay.
WAJC-TV was not in operation this
year.
No glamorous life here for the up-and-coming
radio personalities such as this young man. left.
Just a lot of time consumed manning the UPI
wire, reading schedules for broadcasts, and
writing filler copy. Yet, the listening aud ence
con only hear the carefully-programmed rr usic.
the informative news broadcasts, the sexy joice
of the announcer.
Meet the new "Bertha, ' below. She con vvolk.
she can talk, she can cook a meol. But, vvhen
it comes to transmitting, well, that's her bag
(or is that her box?).
Sue Giovati wades through a sea of music and
news on her way to becoming a profess onal
sportscaster.
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Walking between the raindrops that keep faNing on thei
members of BU's Panhellenic Council. They include: Susa
Chi Omega; Patti Shute, Delta Gamma; Susie Riley, Pi Bet
meister, Delta Delta Delta; Nancy Zolud, Kappa Kappa
Patty Ferrucci, Kappa Alpha Theta.
heads are the
Barnes, Alpha
Phi; Jan Hoff.
"Hour" Butler House Council includes: Sally Chestnut, Alpha Phi; Diane
Kaplan, Kappa Koppo Gamma; Marny Terry, Kappa Alpha Theta; Sara
Oilman, pres.; Chris King, Alpha Chi Omega; Jonell Tsoros, Pi Beta Phi;
Debbie Denten, Delta Gamma; Gail Schneider, Delta Delta Delta.
Inter-Frat, Panhell^ House
Councils Get It Together
Cooperation and participation were
the key words for Butler's Panhellenic
and Interfraternity Councils this year.
Sorority Rush was a great success
with 90% of the rushees pledging the
seven houses. Panhellenic attempted
to make Rush less formal this year
by eliminating some of the irrelevant
structure. Panhel and IPC have ex-
panded from governing boards to
organizations offering involvement to
interested students. They sponsored
officer workshops, state confer-
ences, a Greek newspaper, and ser-
vice projects such as the March of
Charlie Bryant, Delta Tau Delta,
re step towards unifying the men's
Dimes Walkathon and the Salvation
Army Bell Ringing Project. Participa-
tion in these areas has increased
Greek spirit and strengthened Greek-
Independent relationships.
The problems of all girls on cam-
pus were aired through House Coun-
cil, a group made up of all house
chairmen and the Dean of Women.
This year the board discussed areas
of concern to all students and at-
tempted to arrive at workable solu-
tions. The work of these groups has
been most beneficial to Butler's
student body.
The men of the Inter-Fraternity Council are:
Ikneelingl Harvey Kelly, Greg Buchanan, Bob
Otto, John Hardesty, (standing) Charles Bryant,
Jim Mock, Dove Allen, Tom Freos, John Doyle,
Fred Haberstroh, Dean Schwomeyer.
Members of Mu Phi Epsilon are, seated: Ann Marie
Mary Jo Medich, Karen Auble, Linda Johnson, pre:
Terri Cornuello, Jonet Frye, Kathryn Block. Standing
Preme, Cynthia Frankiewicz, Kathy Davison.
Sigma Alpha Iota members ir
two: Elaine Mooney, Thea Co
eel, pres., Mary Ann Hudock
lor, Penny Christoff, Gini Oyle
elude, seated at the piano, Ann Divine. Rovi/
,lis, Susie Fisher, Marilyn White, Donna Sten-
Mary Lou Strittmatter. Top row: Leslie Tay-
,
Barb Means.
Sinfonia, Mu Phi, SAI Keep
the Beat, Music Comin' on
"Music keeps playing
inside of my head . . .
over and over and over
again, my friend . . .
there's no end
to the music."
Carole King must have hod the
music honoraries in mind when she
wrote of the endless song which she
heard. No doubt, the honorary mem-
bers also hear it.
In any case. Phi Mu Alpha Sin-
fonia, Mu Phil Epsilon, and Sigma
Phi Mu Alpha Sweetheart, Becky Pearce, hkes
the music.
The merry music makers of Phi Mu Alpha Sii
fonia include (kneeling) Ralph Sietoff, D. Micha
Alpha Iota have made their mark on
notes emerging from Lilly Hall.
Phi Mu, under president Charles
Hobbs, sponsored scholarships, sold
series tickets, and presented recitals.
Mu Phi, under president Linda John-
son, participated in music therapy
activities at General Hospital and
gave recitals. Sigma Alpha Iota,
under president Donna Stencel, taught
music at Noble Center for the men-
tally retarded and co-sponsored with
Mu Phi a Panhellenic Tea and Christ-
mas Tree Trim.
Blue, David Evans, Duane Fant, (rov^r tw/o| Craig
Reasoner, David Petermann, Charles Hobbs,
Douglas Wagner, Dorrell Morris, (row three)
Philip Dorrell, Gary Spaulding, William Christoff,
William Fenton, Dennis Kienitz, Barry Santini.
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president), Robert Bromley
3. Donald Tribett, Mary Swindler,
Christensen
4. Dan Manson, James Dageforde
5. Kevin Couglin (treasurer of Blu
6. Paul Levin, Ronald Casey
7. James H. Taber
8. Gordon Shackelford
9. Bo New
10. Stephanie Tu
1 1
.
Anita Lee
12. Donna Berk
Gilbert
13. Cara Chell, Paula Ringham |
of Mortar Board) Sandy Soucek
14. Peg Luken, Sara Gilman, Cheri Judge, Su.
Coonrod, Betsy Blodgett, Nancy Brown
president of Mortar Board
15. Jacque Crapo
Nancy Zolud, Barbara
president
Key Seniors
Join Campus
Honoraries
If you're looking for a senior
woman with a 3.0 accumulative over-
age, qualities of leadership, and a
record of outstanding service to the
Butler community, or if you're look-
ing for a senior man with a 2.75 ac-
cumlative average and the same
qualities, then you have no further
to look than the nearest gathering of
the Mortar Board and Blue Key
honoraries.
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History, Lit,
Dance Way
Into Activities
If the heart of a poet beats within
your, uh, notebook, then Sigma Tau
Delta, the literature club, and MSS,
the student creative writing publica-
tion, may have something of interest
for you.
History Club explores the relevancy
of yesterday and the reality of today
through political debates, films, and
informal lectures.
Sigma Rho Delta, the dance honor-
ary, combines nimble limbs and
imaginative ideas to produce some
freely flowing movements of grace.
In search o f anoth ir Walden
,
these members of
Sigma Tau Delta, literature club. wonder off
info Holcorr b Cardens to CO Timune with nature.
These rovin g reade rs include , above Dr. Beyer,
advisor, N Dncy B own, Ch ;ryl Ju dge, Janet
Campbell, J anef McCoy, Ben McAvoy
,
(standing)
Linda Chilson. Dr. Fine, Marilyn B jrger, Anne
Schartz, Da vid Alls n, Gary Johanns 'n, Sammye
Baker,
Mysterious MSS m embers n use ov r mundane
matters. Th 5y are. right. Ma io Vian Billie Sew-
ard, Dovid Allen, Cheryl Judge, An n Schwartz,
Erik Johnson, Elisa befh Harfer, Dan Brewer, Dr.
Beyer, adv sor.
Sitting this one out, these members of Sigma Rho Delta, dance honorary,
enjoy a talk with Mr. Verdok, dance department director. They are |left|
Jodi Welch, Sue Niehous, Diane Skofte, Wendy Taylor, Mr. Verdok, (on
floor) Leslie Norton, Grace Luttrell, Ann Marie Carlson, (sitting) Goye
Shirey, Marsha Hooks, Sally Meeker, Amie Gage, Sandy Scheidegg, (stand-
ing) Evelyn McGee, Dace Dindonis, Marilyn Sparks.
Retreating from the business of a meeting, these History Club membsi
find their backs against the wall and do what any red-blooded American
would do . . . they smile. These toothy targets include: (first row) Jane
Burns, Lynne Thompson, Lottie Beaver, Becky Norman, Charles Cutrero, pres
Dr. George Geib, advisor, (second row) Nicki LaCrois, Jim Shays, Jacqu
Ann Cropo, Bruce Morrison, and David Hopkins.
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Music Guild,
WRA Play
Active Tune
Women's Recreation Association
and Waytes Guild have filled many
an athletic field with fun and en-
joyment this year.
WRA, open to any woman student,
directs the intramurols program,
supports the Crossroads Project, and
sponsors a high school playday.
Waytes Guild, a combination of the
former Tau Beta Sigma and Kappa
Kappa Psi band honoraries, serves
the university by hosting receptions,
guiding tours, and recruiting mem-
bers for the band.
Halftir finds members of WRA taking
well-earned breather: from the left, Debbie
Gensch, Betty Smith, Mary Jo Vidal, Debbie
Todd, Cindy Kemp, Michele Warner, Mrs. Eu-
genia Kriebel, Linda Miller, pres.
A good musician seldom stands and Waytes
for the music to come . . .he goes out there
and makes if happen. Such Guild members in-
clude: (row one) Larry Krauser, Debbie Witt,
pres.. Donna Owen, Dove Petermonn, (row two)
Frank Lukes, Steve Wargo, Debbie Gensch, Kclhy
Black, (row three) Ralph Sieloff, Ed Fredriks,
Noncy Montgomery, Lewis Hoff, Tom Kenworthy,
(row four) Sue Hopkins, Bob Thatcher, Ken Vin-
vent, Lisa Fusillo, Duane Font.
Drift Reflects Crystal Ball of Many Faces
EDITORS
Janet McK^ Editor.
ger
n-Chief
Erik C. A. Johnson, Assistant Editof
Barbara Means, Business Manager
Patty Shute, Assistant Business Mi
Donna Berkshire, Student Life Editoi
Nancy Zolud, Student Lite Editor
Jo Anne Stokes, Organizations Editor
Diane Miller, Sports Editor
Susan Coonrod, Senior Editor
Sheridan Kolle, Senior Editor
Patsy Brennan, Housing Editor
Nancy Cooper, Housing Editor
Emily Dageforde, Academics Editor
Jean Chouquette, Index Editor
Kathy Stout, Chairman Drift Beauty Pag.
Dean Landsman, Copy Editor
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Erik C. A. Johnson, Head Photographer
John Claxton, Assistant Head Photographs
Bob Konkel, Photographer
Ed Bollini, Photographer
Bob Settle, Photographer
OFFICE ASSISTANTS
Barb Gilbert
Valerie Kommer
Pomelo Konter
Sue King
Barb London
Kothe Miller
Potty Morris
Marsha Nicoson
Margaret Orelup
Mileno Orloff
Lou Ann Spencer
Nancy Stivers
Gayle Sylvester
Lisa Wirthwein
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Faculty 148 Seniors 182
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The Alpha Chi pledges portray the notorious |?| of 1923 for AWS freshmen skits.
Who says that we students come to college to learn to ploy bridge??
Alpha Chis Capture National
Council, Scholarship Honors
For the second year in a row, the
women of Alpha Chi chapter of Al-
pha Chi won the coveted National
Council Trophy given to the most
active chapter of its size. Proving
themselves worthy of the honor, Al-
pha Chis filled spots in honoraries
such as Alpha Lambda Delta, Spurs,
Chimes, Mortar Board, and Sigma
Rho Delta. They were also active in
Half-Time Honeys and the University
Chorale.
At the Panhellenic Banquet, Presi-
dent Sara Oilman stepped forward to
receive the Scholarship Trophy given
for the highest accumulative grade
average of a women's housing unit.
To prove that scholarship was not
their only achievement, the sisters
blended voices and talents to partici-
pate in Spring Sing and Geneva
Stunts.
Excelling individually as well as
together, many Alpha Chis acted as
officers in campus organizations.
Senior Nancy Brown (Ky.) carried the
gavel for Mortar Board while Susie
Coonrod served as Homecoming
Chairman. Sara Gilman, as AWS vice-
president, served as House Council
President. Alpha Chi activity in Stu-
dent Assembly was seen as Kathy
Wise edited the Gavel and Cora Chell
and Chris King co-chaired the Butler
Lecture Series. Rhonda Isakson was a
member of Women's Advisory Board,
while Nancy Cooper was secretary of
Spurs. Freshman Tammy Hare made
a splash as Sigma Chi Derby Day
Queen. Altruistically, the house joined
with the Kappa Sigs to give a Christ-
mas party for area orphans.
nd the Alpha Chis' Sigrr
The women of Alpha Chi Omega ore; front row, left to right; Ellen Roessing,
Kathy Wise, Becky Christensen, Patsy Brennan, Pom Hulett, Sally Meeker,
Susan Niermeyer, Sue Schultz, Deb Guidone, Chris King, Susan Barnes, Janie
Eschenbrenner. Second row: Nancy Cooper, Dottie Davis, Deb Morrow, Susie
Johnston, Sherdene Sorenson, Carol McPeak, Deb Brallier, Ann Scherer, Deb
Miller, Holly Repenn, Tammy Hare, Aline Soverino. Standing: Sara Oilman,
Mom McFaddin, Amie Gage, Pat Pickett, Sue Ann Dairl, Anne Lutz, Cindy
Schomel, Susie Whitely, JoAnn Drogovich, Jan Robertson, Genie Davis, Rhon-
da Isakson, Cindy Gash, Deb Harreld, Janet Campbell, Mary Drumm, Judy
Orme, Pom Womer, Kathy Himes, Claudia Mitter, Goyle Sylvester, Kare
Hutar, Vol Kammer, Susie Coonrod, Leslie Norton, Wendy Stiles.
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Alpha Phi pledges return from Walkout.
Jacque Crapo beams as Outstanding Student. W
Active Phis Prove Merit,
Win Second Campus Trophy
Alpha Phi seemed to be the syno-
nym for activity this year at Butler.
The highlight of the year came when
Alpha Phi was named winner of the
Merit Trophy for participation in
campus activities for the second con-
secutive year.
Stepping in the winners circle with
the active chapter, the pledge class
won the Pledge Class Scholarship Tro-
phy. The class also boasted several
members of Spurs, including the presi-
dent, Gaye Shirey.
For altruistic projects, they collected
standing in front of the Alpha Phi Lodge are:
Allison Sturmer, Cyndi Hartley. Second row:
Nancy Donaldson, Cathy Arnett, Jone Moo,
Carlo Koontz, Daria Grimes, Julie Harries, Janet
McCoy, Cindy Kirsch, Karen Kinel, Pat Conroy,
Cappi Odom. Third row: Becky Norman, Barb
John, Lisa Fusillo, Dorreen Deffenbough, Amy
Beneker, Leoh Qualkinbush, Paulo Stump, Julie
O'Pell, Jan Meyer, Kris Dimiortou. Fourth row:
for the Heart Fund and Good Will, as
well as giving a party for a group
of retarded children. The pledge class
went trick-or-treating for UNICEF.
Phi gavel holders include Becky
Norman, YWCA; and Jacque Crapo,
AWS. Jacque also received the Out-
standing Butler Student Award and
the Indianapolis Panhellenic award
for the Outstanding Sorority Woman
in the area.
Karen Hileman served the sorority
as president.
Mary Lou Sigsby, Karen Hileman, Mom Still-
wagon, Kitty Parsons, Joyce CaJacob, Thea
Coulis, Connie Pollack, Beth Hoehn, Mary Os-
wald, Jacque Crapo, Carol Meadows, Tricia
Lasher, Janet Flasch, Angel Farinelli, Laurie
Peterson, Laurel Pope, Pam Livingston, Donna
Stencil, Paula Gehring, Jane Creasy, Lynn Thomp-
son, Leslie Skerra, Nicki LoCroix.
Carlo Koontz toys with a fragile ballo
f»
Anchor Wearers Reign as Campus Queens
Anchor wearers started out big this
year by bagging the Lambda Chi
Watermelon Bust title with winner
Maria Short. Two other campus beau-
ties claim Delta Gamma affiliation:
Linda Bierck, Delt Trik-la-tron Queen;
and Carol Kroetz, Drift Beauty Queen.
"DG" faces appeared in a variety
of honoraries, including Spurs,
Chimes, Mortarboard, Angel Flight,
and Kappa Delta Pi. Nani Hoogs
served as Kappa Delta Pi secretary
and Angel Flight Commander, while
Patty Shute acted as vice-president of
Chimes and Dana Hardwick as Stu-
dent Assembly Treasurer.
The DG's are an obviously peppy
group since the BU cheerleaders in-
clude three anchor girls. Carol
Weddle is president.
Directly above, Keith Webb ond Jo Ann Van V^inkle escape their studies. Dana Deich and Patty Shute watch the
bays go by on the DG porch.
The women of Delta Gamma ore: Seated
Debbie Denton, Donna Dutney, Susan Cowe
Tammy Ray, Karol Kroetz, Barbie Wimmer,
Griffing, Linda McGrow, Mary Swindler. O
Carol Popola, Anne Maple, Cinda Tir
n front, left to right; Jill Hedge,
1, Helen Perkins, Jean Schumaker,
Maria Short, Chris Gray, Jeanne
1 train, left to right: Nani Hoogs,
Potty Shute,
Nancy Winkler, Chris Wittman, Margie Wade, Laurie Gregoline, Kris Sippel,
JoAnn Van Winkle, Patsi Ohne, Susy Cowan, Cindy Watson, Joyce Mac-
Donald, Jane Pratti, Ruth MacNamara, Pam Bogan, Suellen Scherer, Carol
Weddle, Jan Dye, Gail Smith, Debbie Felkins, Mary Beth Sullivan, Kathy
Eggers, Jon Bergstrom, Chris Luka, Laura Fallin.
Weary "TKE" teammates, Nancy Winkler and Mary Beth Sullivan, recover
from an exhausting tricycle lap at the Delf Trik-la-tron.
Gathered before the crest or 5, front row : Lu Ann
Spencer Mary Ellen Skidrnore. Suso n Kinne,
Renee Mascoe. Second row: Ath na Es ick, Ruth
Pietrusir ski, Ci idi Cooper, Jan Tews Marsha
Metcolf Betty Rodriguez, Patti Denton, Katie
Barker. Third ow: Kafhy Mille r, Em ly Mills,
Mrs. An n Scully Ellen Willia m. Donna Schaeffer,
Linda J Loudie 1. Fourth row : Mi helle Vaughan,
Fran Ackerman , Terry Ve non. Ade Denton,
Kothryn Black, Bonnie Nev^ man Mim Orelup,
Connie Sturgeon, Linda C Dok, Borbo ra Feick,
Gail Schneid, Karen Petri, Terry Blake, Ram
Trager, Ann Mc rie Carlson.
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Musically, the Tri Delts cheer on Spring Sing!
Below: It's been a long happy day for this shoele
Tri-Deir Sisters go "Up the Down Staircase/
Tri-Delts Prove Energy
Through Honor Involvement
The versatility of the women of
Delta Delta Delta was demonstrated
by their involvement in varied activi-
ties throughout the 1971-72 school
year. Tri Delts claim membership in
numerous honoraries including Mu
Phi Epsilon, Angel Flight, Chimes,
Mortar Board and pharmacy and
dance honoraries. They also have of-
ficers of these and other campus-wide
organizations; Marsha Metcalf and
Athina Eslick spend much of their
time working for AWS as treasurer
and money-making chairman re-
spectively, while Potti Denton serves
Mu Phi Epsilon, and Linda Cook par-
ticipates as vice-president of Angel
Flight. In addition to this, Linda has
the distinction of winning the Silver
Wings Award this year. Angel
Flight's highest award.
Once a month, Tri Delts give their
time to an institution such as an or-
phanage or retirement home. They
also concentrate their energy toward
campus altruism by raising money
each year in order to grant a scholar-
ship to any eligible Butler coed.
Presiding at the house this year is
Ellen Williams, president.
Derby Day activities overwhelm this Theta freshman as she and her pledge
sisters work their vjoy to a victory.
Thetas Capture Sigma Chi
Derby Day Events, Trophy
When Butler students decided to
boycott -Homecoming, the women of
Kappa Alpha Theta found themselves
with on open weekend. But not for
long.
The time was filled entertaining
women from Gateway Halfway
House. The money they would have
spent for Homecoming decorations
went instead to their foster child.
In addition to charitable projects,
In the canoe, top to bottom; Pam Murray,
Wendy Bruner, Jenny Greaf, Perri Carrington.
In boat, right to left, back row: Sara Green,
Barb Brosius, Kathy Gladden, Chris Simpson,
Randy Koehler, Sherry Johnson, Beth Phelan,
Marcia Nicosan, Holly Lee, Debby Asbury, Barb
Hitz. Front row, left to right, Heidi Eikenbury,
Lisa Keller, Mary Ann Tackett, Paula Yacek. On
pier, front row, left to right, Jan Horner, Cindy
Thetas found time for campus
achievements. Bambi Bignall was
president of Chimes and comptroller
of Angel Flight. She and Jamie
Phillipe received Hub awards. Other
Thetas are twirlers. Honeys, Spurs,
Chimes, Mortar Board, and Angel
Flight.
There are also four sweethearts
and the Sigma Chi favorite.
Wolford, Patty Morris, Sheri Wolthausen, Sandy
Soucek. Second row, left to right: Susan Archer,
Tricia Whitcomb, Jean Chouquette, Mom Flew,
Jamie Phillippe, Cathy Stout. Third row, left to
right, Ann Thompson, Patty Abbitt, Barb Tackett.
Fourth row: Cathie Moloney, Cathy Grimes. Back
row, left to right, Faith Martin, Karen Housten,
Debsie Daniels, Patty Ferrucci, Susan Dowd and
Morney Terry.
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by Day.
The women of Kappa Kappa Gamma in kiddie-land are: left slide, moving up: Shannon Sisson, Barb
London, Kothe Miller, Martha Korb, Alyson Hermayer, Korlene Kinsler, Ginny Sears, Cathy Egan,
Patti Kruse, Becky Peorce. Left steps: Nancy Stivers, Tonya Dovore. Between slides ore: Jan Farrar, Sue
Harden Gail Shepley Pat Fogarty, Julie Hargitt, Barb Gilbert, Nancy Zaiud, Donna Berkshire, Janet
McKown, Aimee Koch, Jill Benjamin, Anne KreinbihI. Right slide, moving up: Emily Smitherman Diane
Miller Mary Porter Janis Barnes, Lisa Wirthwein, Melissa Fox, Melissa Derrick, Sara Mcintosh,
Elisa
Howey, Denise Buonanno, Sandy Bleck. Final group: Sue Schron, Milena Orloff, Jo Stokes, Cindy
Axiotes, Sue Busch, Sheridan Kolle, Cindy Walker, Cindy Relford, Kim Esch, Karen Tremor, Elaine
Sterrenberg.
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Kappas Claim Key Leaders,
Pledges Take Skit Honors
The name KKG was repeated loud
and clear around the campus this
year as Kappas participated in virtual-
ly every area of activity. Representing
her house, Nancy Zaiud held the
highest office in the Panhellenic Coun-
cil and was vice-president of Kappa
Delta Pi. Janet McKown slaved hard
and long as editor of the yearbook
and president of Theta Sigma Phi.
Honey Mason was president of Stu-
dent Education Association. House
President Donna Berkshire, was a
Spoke, along with sister ZaIud. Zolud
and Diane Miller were active in Uni-
versity committees.
The spring of '71, meant rehearsals
to the KKG ladies, who were in both
Geneva Stunts and Spring Sing. Fall
pledges followed in the show busi-
ness tradition of their new sisters by
winning the Freshmen Skits Award.
Sara Mcintosh was named an Out-
standing Freshman.
Other house functions included
throwing a party for underprivileged
children and a dinner for Butler's for-
eign students. Many Kappas partici-
pated in notional philanthropic proj-
ects by helping with rehabiliation at
Noble Center.
Nancy Stivers and her mother, top left, smile as the snowflakes fall.
Senioritis strikes ot the campus. Therefore; Truckers Unitel
Pausing on the Concert Terrace at the Indianapolis Art Mu
Showley, Kit Ford, Janet Armstrong, Donna Zay, Leslie Ten Eyck, Carolyn
Dornsife, Debbie Anderson, Mary Washburn, Pam Wilhelm, Char Carr, Diane
Humphrey, Claire Curry, Jo Beth Corey. Second row, Rebi
Beron, Janell Tsaros, Laurie Hoyt, Lynn Keffer, Moribeth Zay, Ingrid Ozos,
i. Holly Carpen, Nancy Schultz, Anne Adams, Candy Whittle,
Susie Dale, Debra Cowart. Third row: Nora Kariolich, Mom Weldon, Beth
Reynolds, Potty Boyle, Jeannie Reising, Jeonnie Thomas, Nancy Seghetti,
Jan Spoon, Donna Loffland, Becky Spradling.
nd Char Can contemplative moment.
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Pi Beta Phi
Ups Grades,
ins Trophy
For raising their house average this
year, Pi Phis received statevi/ide recog-
nition in the form of the Most Im-
proved Scholarship Award. They also
boasted individual campus honors,
with Maribeth Zay holding the gavel
of Alpha Lambda Delta, and Jan
Spoon capturing the Outstanding
Freshman Avs/ard.
Two of the six freshman cheerlead-
ers lived in the Pi Phi house this year,
along with members of Spurs, Alpha
Lambda Delta, and Angel Flight
honoraries.
Leading the Pi Phi pack was Nora
Kariolich.
"Down, Boy," says Becl<y Reiss, top left.
Powered by Pi Phi, Debbie Cowart con-
fer a landing at Sigma Chi Derby Day.
Janet Armstrong lays the foundation for
Phi pyramid at Sigma Chi Derby Day.
f^
Sch^vitzer
Wins First in
Spring Sing
The harmonious voices of the resi-
dents brought them to first place in
the 1971 Spring Sing.
Many of the girls are involved in
on-campus and off-campus activities;
Collegian, arts editor; MENC, pres.
and sec.; Manessa, pres.; BUCAA, so-
cial action chairman: Mu Phil Epsilon,
pres. and v pres.; YWCA, chaplains;
Drift, business manager; Sigma Alpha
Iota, V pres.; sec.; treas., and chap-
lain; Theta Sigma Phi, sec. -treas.; Al-
pha Lambda Delta, sec.
Officers this year v^^ere President,
Barb Means; Vice President, Lana
Stinnett; Secretary, Chris Bork; Trea-
surer, Vicki Mandaras; Chaplain,
Karilyn Sisson.
Standing around Frosty the Snowman are: Prill
McDonald, Jane Grasson, Marstio Halleke, Robin
Tanfum, Kyle McKinley, Judy Newbold, Karen
Korziniewski, Sheila AAcCarrey.
Lana Stinnett poses as Raggedy Ann sitting on
Women of Schwitzer ore, from left: Barbara
Lynch, Donna Cheliros, Jean Schenkle, Brendo
Jackson, Sue Schmank, Pom Bargholz, Carol
Coleman, Becky Blessing, Andrea Schmuhl, Billie
Seward, Sue Maskel, and Dorma Winger.
The women of third floor northwest ore: Front Row, Barb Salveter, Elaine
Woikovich. Second Row: Ann Scalfant, Pom Began, Mary Tanke, Cathi Ci
Bishop. Third Row: Karen Hicks, Anne Birch, Mary Ann Hudock, Pam Roots
Martin, Fritzi Harp, Donna
3ne, Janice Jenkins, Eileen
Sue Bennette, Paula Goff.
r-
SRH Girls
Show Varied
Personalities
The many personalities of Schwitzer
women can only be proven by the
variety of activities and interests,
from walking barefoot in the fallen
leaves to playing the gargantuous
tuba in the marching bond.
The residents of Schwitzer gave
time and talent to the Noble School
and donated money to an orphanage
for Christmas. They also sponsored
films for the student body throughout
the academic year.
Women building the pyi
Lana Stinnett, Kathy Mu
Snyder. Second row: Marty Fa
Stephanie Turner, Debbie Full
Seaney, Kathe Miller, Nan Frar
Sue Langdon, Holly Sto
il Mille
Nicholson, La
By the hedge are,
SiSBon, Wendy Gau
Ruth Hart.
nberry.
Paula
sring, Mary Oswald, Debbie Zizic, Nita Ellis,
e. Barb John, Nancy Stivers, Beth Ray, Katie
Sue McGrody, Jacki Pagani, Tess Morton,
1 Arthur. Third row; Barbara Means, Janet
im left. Parr
Debbie Mai
Leah Quolkinbush, Maun
lie Shaeffer, Abie Harter,
McHugh, Beth Hoehn, Karilyn
;len Beecher, Fran Hombleton,
Is of Second Northeast truck in the lounge.
Front row: Kathy Lennington, Lynn Coger, Polti
Leegan, and Jamie Hanna. Middle
Wedell, Sheila Buckley, Kay Hinton, Becky Wood,
and Debi Nackenhorst. Bock row: Kathy David-
Judy Holshouser, Shellie Martin, Donna
Symington, Diantha Daniels and Kathy Smith,
i'Lili*':™-:---*.;.:/;:,-JS;;
Robertson
Boasts Stunts
Double Win
Enjoying their independence at
Butler, the women of Robertson Hall
once again turned their enthusiasm
toward Geneva Stunts. Under the
leadership of president Evelyn Mc-
Gee, the girls won trophies for both
First Place and Most Original Act in
the Stunts competition.
Moreover, Robertson residents have
found rewards in community activi-
ties, devoting much time and effort to
Christ-o-more House.
Robertson Roiders^^ include, front row: Jane Rotherf, Meg Abemethy, Karen
Jeffnes A
Second row: Evelyn McGee, Beth Lorenzen, Pom Pettigrew, Ann We,l,
Lmdo Sk.rmont, C
Third row: Sue Srr,oot, Kathleen Zook, Julie Klopp, Sollyonne
Kerchner, Libby Curry Ch,
Anita Lee, Sarah Fritz, Chris Kulesea, Sherry Heberling. Fourth row: Valerie
Phelps, V.ck,
Mrs. Cadle, Mrs. Nelson, Heather Stowe, Linda Davis, Evonda Gale Jefferson.
in Ashby.
)thy Cole.
:rri Acker,
Dohrman,
Robertson Hall singers displayed the I talent and effort during Spring Sing.
Townies Add
Dimensions
To Butler
Those living off campus added
another dimension to Butler University
campus life. Commuting anywhere
from one block to many miles, town
students were represented by Greeks,
independents, and married students.
Busied by Butler activities, town stu-
dents showed a uniqueness and in-
dividuality in a different style of cam-
pus life.
Claudia Mifter
little orange bug.
Wolfe finds time to play
'ide home in Nancy
Friday often i a dream from Monday to Thursday.
Kappa Sigs
Start Little
Sis Program
The ranks of Kappa Sigma con-
tinued to grow this year with a
pledge class of twelve and the initia-
tion of Little Sister program. The
second fraternity to begin a new
auxiliary program, they are hoping to
expand to a membership of twenty
girls by the end of the year. They
also held their annual Christmas
dance and paired with the Alpha Chis
to throw a Christmas party for a group
of orphans.
The Kappa Sigs are represented
well in sports by Phil Fitzsimmons,
co-captain of the football team, and
Dave Delaney, also a football player.
Sheri Wolthausen and Janet Camp-
bell claim Kappa Sig ties as Sweet-
heart and Dream Girl, respectively.
Leading the men in their endeavors
was President Phil Fitzsimmons.
Maybe a tiny bit of polish would help to moke
it shine, guys.
Phil Fitzsimmons accepts the Most Valuoble Line-
man Award, obove, with Ephraim Smiley.
"Mother said there would be food like this."
-At,
Sitting in front of the bus are: Carl Cop, Bill
Slover, Bill Griffing, Dave Andress, Holly
Bredeweg, Rob Albright, Scott DeVoe, Tom
Dennig, Ken P.owe, Tom Freos, Mike Reorich.
Stonding; Dana Hood, Bob Wolstein, John Nel-
son, Ron Cooper, Friendly Freddy, R
Tom Dunker, Lou Taylor, Bruce Roberts,
Kuntz, Gary Robinson, Dave Metzingei
Kenny, Jim Gentry, Bill Todd. On the bus: Paul
Bucktholl, Jerry Ours, Phil Mailers.
This cord shark !
Who says Butler
; to hove reacted rather disjointedly to the fall of the cords.
es are apathetic? They seem interested enough in this "busty" decision.
"Bust" Way
Into '71 -'72
"Busting" into another year at But-
ler were the men of Lambda Chi
Alpha! Led by Kevin Coughlin, the
Lamb Chops plunged themselves in
preparation for their annual Water-
melon Bust and Spook Dance. Other
activities include an orphan's Christ-
mas Party and the Lambda Chi
pledge dance.
Butler sports fill many hours in the
Lambda Chi's busy schedule. They are
active participants in varsity football,
basketball, baseball, and track as
weW as intramural games. However,
the brothers do manage to renew
their memberships in other campus
organizations such as Blue Key, Utes,
IFC, and Sphinx.
Gildo Kingsbury, Kappa Alpha
Theta, is the Lambda Chi's Crescent
Girl. This year's sweetheart is Lisa
Fusillo, Alpha Phi.
Bottoms up at the Lambda Chi house? Just a toast to Rod Miller and John Seerighl.
Charlene, a well-known campus coed, displays her wares at the Watermelon Bust.
Phi Delta Theta t
J. R. Brundage, Mark Mot
Kaberg, Rick Palm, Kevin
Mike Flora, Jim Bellows, [
Second row standing are;
Dierolf. Aboard ttie train
Kendrick, Don Osborn,
and Phil Hamp, Unabl
McCobeated; ."Freeta" (Doug King),
Nau, Dave Hopkins, and '
/i Jacks, and Doug Thurston. Front row standing are: Tim Wright, Roger Sy,
s, Dave Smith, Stan Phariss, Cory Buxton, Jim Bagnoli, Hugh Diehl, Tom Smith,
u : Dick Waller, Greg Shaffer, Bill Lancet, Steve Hughes, Steve Stewart, Rich
i ore: Walt Warner, Ail-American Charlie Brown, Steve Kent, Joy Rukle, Gary
Ray Pugh, Ross Trester, John Buis, Gordon Shackelford, Bob Scott, Curt Le May,
to meet the train schedule were Marty Monserez and Greg DeWitt.
"Grand Old
Frat" Wins
Cheer Drive
The men of Phi Delta Theta kept
busy by winning first place in the
YM-YWCA Annual Goodwill Cheer
Drive. They also boast top honors in
overall intramural competition for last
year.
Branching out in other areas, the
shield-wearers participated in both
Spring Sing and Geneva Stunts. Never
idle, the brothers united for philan-
thropic projects to be entered in the
Nation Community Service competi-
tion. Along this same line, the Phi
Delts gave a Christmas dinner for
wards of the state.
House heads include Walt Warner,
president, and Steve Hughes, vice-
president.
'With a Little Help . . , " from their fri
the men sang Put On Your Sunday Clothe
Spring Sing competition.
Brother Tim Wright eyes fraternity row.
Newly Colonized Phi Psis
Receive National Charter
Amid cheers and celebration, mem-
bers of Indiana Zeta Colony of Phi
Kappa Psi proved that perseverance
counts v\/hen they stepped up to re-
ceive their national charter last May,
after reaching the thirty-member
mark. The next project for the new
chapter is to acquire a house located
just a wee bit closer to campus than
the one they presently occupy on 46th
street.
The new charter was not the only
concerted house effort that merited
recognition. They were soon the re-
ceivers of the Sigma Chi Scholarship
Trophy for achieving the highest
overage of men's housing units. They
also were runners-up in the contest
to win the Merit Trophy for overall
campus participation.
Through the use of lightning wit
and concentration, many Phi Psis at-
tained individual distinction. Several
achieved forensic excellence on the
Butler debate team and doubled as
members of the winning 1971 Quiz
Bowl team.
Among Phi Psi campus leaders are
Wayne Sturtevant, Sphinx president,
Dave Sanford, Student Assembly
Vice-President, and Bill Groth, presi-
dent of the Butler Honor Society.
Greg Buchanan racks up points for the Phi Psis.
Marty Wollenstein, Dave Sanford, and Tom
Sughrue are caught in a quiet moment.
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Sigma Chi's ''Reveal" New
Event in Annual Derby Day
Derby Day figured as one of But-
er's most exciting events. The Sigma
Chis went all out to moke it a suc-
cess, beginning a new contest in
which each women's housing unit
was assigned a Sigma Chi and given
a yard of cloth with which to dress
him. The results proved to be very
revealing!
According to tradition, Sigma Chis
united with the men of Phi Delta
Theto to host the annual Cross and
Shield dance. They later met the Phi
Delts again, this time in competition
for a trophy in Geneva Stunts.
,«*.{,
The men of Sigma Chi are, Row one: Bob Mon-
dich, Steve Walters, Bob Rykovich, Rich Vander-
hoar, Jim Snyder. Row two, Dan Burkes, Pot
Barnes, Phil Schluge, Neil Dorsey, Al Tucker,
Ken Iba, Row three. Bill Michoelis, John Nichol-
son, Chuck Lazzoro, Jack Bodine, Dan Halloran,
Dove Hein, Howie Bruskin, Jim Mock, John Hor-
ner, Tom Dyer, Jim Mont, row four, Ed Snyder,
Ken Reid.
Daisy takes five from feeding hungry Sigs.

Snus Sport
L'il Broads
Lotto Brown
The Sigma Nus are noted for their
top athletes and their little sisters.
Now and then they prove their al-
truism, too. Examples were an or-
phans' party, and a honey sale for
retarded children.
Sigma Nu supplies many of Butler's
basketball, football, and golf stars.
Among them are Billy Shepherd, Steve
Clayton, Kent Ehret, Tom Redmond,
Bob Grenda, Kent Moore and Bill
Scott. Don Tribbett is commander.
Snus Steve Clayton and Bruce
out another practice ot Hinkle
Twenty-eight little sisters of the star
glittering Gleem II smiles.
Jt.
Director Barry Sraga gladly accepts the Geneva
Stunts trophy for the Ross men.
Ross men, top right, kneeling behind Duncan McDougall ore left to
Steve Wargo, Dale Bartusiewicr, Charlie Delancy loctual ice cream man)
Brian Baldwin, Larry Hoke ond Ron Arden. Standing, left to right, Art
Lodgson, Chuck Cutrero, Bob Woshecka, Ed Mancuso, Kevin MocNamaro,
Jim Keller, Bob Vogler, Jim Bailey, Bob Settle, Fred Click, Kevin Murphy,
Larry Loomis, and Dave Mueller, Dennis Jennings is on top of the ice cream
truck.
students Butler U. take the evening air in front of
Jones House. Front rovii seated are Dale Bartusiewicz, Dennis Jennings,
Lorry Loomis, Charlie Delancy, Garry Hahn, Jim Sailor, Brian Baldwin, Kent
Johnson, Larry Hoke and Rudolph Thomas. Kneeling ore Ed Mancuso, Doug
Carter, Steve Atkins, Bob Washecka, Kerr/ Fox, Paul Levin, Ed Bailey, Bob
Vogler, Duncan McDougall is standing.
Dorm Dames
Give Ross
Rich Reward
1971-72 was an exceptionally ex-
citing year for residents of Ross Hall.
They started off by taking first place
with the many melodious voices in
Butler's annual Spring Sing. This is
becoming almost a Ross tradition. The
talented residents also walked off
with Geneva Stunts by performing
"Dames in the Dorm."
Ross sponsored exciting evenings
for Butler dates by showing movies
in Jordan Hall.
Leaders of the independent hall
are President, Charles DeLancey;
Vice-President, Marty Wallenstein,-
Secretary, Dennis Jennings; Treasurer,
Duane Font; and Parliamentarian,
Todd Nielson.
A studious Rossite does the all night vigil.
Firecose Standing: Tom Kenworthy, Mark
mons, Jeff Severs, Dennis Jennings. Stairs; (
Smith, Bob Henery, Eddie Yellen, Jerry Srr
Joe Nash, Mike Bullington, Dole Bartusiew
of peace for a weary student.
Jeff Dovies, Ken Cleveland, Doryl Not
Grahen, Meyers McKimney, Steve Gr<
Goldstone, Al Strainer, Bob Washecka,
McDougall, Larry Hoke, Ken Cummings.
Ready to start their engines are: Lane 1, front
to bock, Fred Haberstroh, Jim Hensle, Keith
Himmel, Jeff Dinsmore, Larry Wolfish, Rob
Stuart, Jack Higgins, John Binning, Jeff Hudson,
Rick Mazur, Rick Vogel. Lane 2: Mike Frozure,
Bob Wickliffe, Kent Rosner, George Lenz, Mike
Sworzmon, Rick Holden, George Longe, Rich In-
gordio, Harvey Bennett, Bill Hemmert, Tom
Lyons, Al Sovia. Lane 3: Rich Eberle, Jerry Mar-
tinez, Woyne Korch, Scott Hampton, Mark Jome,
Andy Rosner, Denny Buckalen, Roger Fretz, Paul
Glicker, Bruce Hurst, Gary Ruder. Standing, Josh
Liftman, John Osier.
!=^^
Smashed
Osle
the first turn are Art Wall, Lee Von-
er, Paul Scotti, Al Bersted, John
'TKE' muscle-man
left] digs away in
home, while anothe
a helping hand to
TKE National Awards Gamma Psi Chapter
The versatility of the men of Tou
Kappa Epsilon was rewarded this
year when they won the Most Im-
proved "TKE" Chapter of 1971. They
won first place in Intramural golf,
tennis, badminton, football, swim-
ming, ping-pong, and pool. The resi-
dents of 715 West Hampton played
host for their annual Red Carnation
Ball and produced a parody of The
Maltese Falcon, "The Maltese Bull-
dog" in Geneva Stunts.
A Little Sisters program was start-
ed this year with representatives from
each women's housing unit. The men
also combined with the women of
Kappa Kappa Gamma for a Christ-
mas party for underprivileged
children.
Mike Frazure carries the gavel for
the TKE's this year with assistance
from Kent Rosner.
The Little Sisters of Tau Koppo Epsilon are:
Foreground: Goyle Sylvester, Lee VanPoris, Potti
Shute. Carlo Koontz, Karen Houston, Bob
Zurschmiede, Claudia Mitter, Meg Abernothy,
Donna Lofflond, Standing: Pom Borgholz, Sue
,
Karlene Kinzler, Denise Buor
Margoret Orelup, Kathy Welise
Cathy Hager, Lynn McKee, Kan
Rob Stuart, upper left, preaches to brc
Rosner on the front steps of the houS'
Men of Central House Boast Good High
Though new to Butler's Campus,
the house of Central Avenue is one
of the oldest houses around. Mem-
bers boast an accumulative high of
1.8 along w\ih an average high most
of the time. The members are very
proud of their mascot, Puddles, and
(depending on the neighbors dog)
av^'oit the arrival of more pups.
After learning how to turn on the
heater in mid-February, house rela-
tions improved. The fine men hove
purchased two cases of Raid in order
to secure roach relations.
The three weekly cases of Stroh's
or Alp's, depending upon the eco-
nomic status, have thus far failed to
drown the sorrows of the woe-
begotten Giant Jack who is searching
for someone he can look up to.
Altruistic services include such
house repairs as building a shower
and killing the mice in the oven.
Among the superstars in this house
are Buddy Fields, Student Assembly
prexy and John Claxton, Film commit-
tee chairmen. Resident Erik Charles
Atlas Johnson is kept busy in his
position as head photographer and
assistant editor of the Drift.
Mr. Johnson also serves as house
president.
These happy residents of Central Avenue in
front of the house include: Erik Johnson, John
Claxton, Bruce, Mr. and Mrs. Dean and Alex
Landsmen, Kent-the-camero, Maureen McHugh,
the boy next door. Pom, Puddles, Andy, Susan
Pribble, Dean Stephens, Dove Rich, Strohs and
Arlo. The roof-top singers include: Friend, Bob-o,
Brad Burton, Gumby, Steven "Wuffman" Wolfe,
and Tim DiMatteo.
Delts Earn Spring Sing,
Intramural Sports Trophies
Joining in song with the Alpha
Phis, Delts donned tuxes to win the
Spring Sing trophy. They then went
on to prove that they were equally at
home in the field as on stage by
showing their prowess in intramural
events, for which they hold the soc-
cer and ping-pong championship.
Two major campus leaders claim
Delta Tau Delta as their home. Buddy
Fields served as president of the Stu-
The men of Delta Tau Delta are, front row: John
West, Noah, Mike Hauth, Bob Berg. Second
row: Tom Weber, John Voigt, Fritz Pugh, Frank
Cava. Third row: Sam Sutter, Phil Collins, Garey
Chin, Forrest Krummel, Steve Holm, Jay Aluerson,
Don Roane, Bill Farrell. Fourth row: Jim Dage-
forde, John Vena, Don Golliher, Bruce Stanforth,
dent Assembly and Charles Bryant
headed up the Inter-Fraternity Coun-
cil. These two and many others con-
tributed to the winning of the coveted
Merit Trophy for campus and com-
munity participation.
All their time was not spent in
hard work, however, Delts sponsored
the annual Trik-la-tron under the
leadership of President Jim Dagge-
forde.
Brent Wildman, Kris Lino, Marty Auron, Jim
Puvogel, Bob Otto, Rick Lompereili, Bill Murphy,
Vance Vondrake, Mark Helm, Greg Pruitt, Don
Manson, Charles Bryant. Fifth row: Bruce Mara,
Buddy Field, Ted Leverenz, Cave Carlson, Steve
Eichberg, Carter Ryan, Steve Novak, Dave Allen,
Dick Nogei.
Linda Bierck reigns over the Trik-la-tron.
Supermoms
Stick By Us
At Old BU
RIDDLE: Who is a combination chauf-
feur, cook, maid, nurse, hostess,
heart specialist and able to leap tall
buildings in a single bound? Answer:
SUPERMOM!
What does it take to be a house
mother? A house mother is one who
must be able to laugh when a fra-
ternity man accidently places his big
foot in the middle of her prize
geranium. She must be able to look at
grilled cheese sandwiches for the third
lunch in a row without blanching. She
must hove the number of the Security
Police committed to memory in case
of panty raids or similar harassment.
Through it all she must maintain a
saintly smile on her face and a devil-
ish twinkle in her eye.
Mom Kellogg (Delta Gamma), Mom Rodge
Mom Masters, right, discuss food prices.
'J
The 'kids' aren t the only ones at Butler
j !
; enjoy a good bridge gome, as seen belo
As they discuss "housemothenng ", Mr!
phine Weldon (Pi Beta Phi| and Mrs. K
James (Delta Tou Delta) agree that the
big difference in planning meals for the
and the dolls."
An afternoon gathering brings Moms Kahl, Rogers, Scully, and Stil to the coffee
Sitting around the table, top left, are: Mrs. Ann Scully (Delta Delta Delta], Mrs. Katherine Kohl (Phi
Delta Theta), Mrs. Ruby Hoffman (Sigma Chi), Mrs. Cora Plew (Kappa Alpha Theto), Mrs. Jean Still-
wagon (Alpha Phi), Mrs. Josephine Weldon (Pi Beta Phi), Mrs. Jean Rogers (Kappa Koppo Gammol.
Standing are: Mrs. Christine McFaddin (Alpha Chi Omega), Mrs. Levonne Saunders (Lambda Chi Alpha)
and Mrs. Masters (Sigma Nu).

"The Title Is I
And So Is the
"And now may I present Dr.
Alexander Elvin Jones, president of
Butler University?"
The name alone even without the
title is impressive enough. However
his accomplishments live up to first
impressions.
A native of Independence, Mis-
souri, the educator was a Rector
scholar at DePauw. Additional de-
grees were taken at University of
Minnesota.
DePauw honored their alumnus
with an L.L.D. in 1964. The University
of Arkansas granted him on L.L.D. in
1967, and Indiana Central College
bestowed the H.L.D. on him in 1970.
Dr. Jones taught at DePauw, Uni-
versity of Minnesota, University of Ar-
Dr. Jones walks in the shade near Jordan Hall.
Bpressive
Name"
kansas and MacMurray College be-
fore coming to Butler in 1959. Here
he has served as Dean of the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences and pro-
fessor of English. He was named
Acting President in 1962 and elevated
to his present post in 1963.
When one has risen through the
academic ranks to head a major uni-
versity, the old canard "You must
publish or perish," loses some of its
pressure. This isn't the cose with Dr.
Jones. In fact a recent impressive
third edition textbook co-authored by
Dr. Jones is now on bookstore shelves.
He has authored another text and
eighteen published articles. Many of
them are about his fellow Missourian,
Mark Twain.
>5.
after a busy day as Dean of Women.Dean Jane Lewis i
Dr. Paul Stewart, Dean of University College
omores through the University College curriculu
guides freshmon and soph-
-7
'
- ^
Dean Herbert Schwomeyer counsels the men students h
Dean F. E. Arbogast, right, heads the Student Services.
BU Administrators Coordinate Faculty, Staff
Necessary for the overall efficiency
of Butler, there are many different of-
ficers. These officers perform duties
toward the goal of more effective
dealing with the welfare of the But-
ler student, from applications to alum-
ni status. These administrators also
coordinate Butler faculty and other
members of the staff so the smoothest
possible organization will result.
Dean H. Raymond Swenson, above, becan-
dean of the College of Business Admmisfration
this fall.
Dean Joseph M. Nygaard, lop right, serves as
the top man in the Education department.
Director of the Evening Division and Summer
Sessions is Christo T. Mocas, middle right.
Former Dean of the Busines Administration Col-
lege, David R. Roberts, has become the new
Director of the Division of Graduate Instruction
this year.
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Dr. David M. Silver serves as the Liberal Arts
and Sciences dean.
J. K. Ehlerf, below, relaxes in his last semester
as Dean of the Jordan College of Music. |His
bov/tie is an "Ehlert tradition.")
Dr. Karl L. Kaufman, Dean of the College of
Pharmacy always has a smile and kind word
for his students, as seen below left.
^-1
Business College Prepares Students Well
Some of the objectives of the Col-
lege of Business are trying to give
the students a broad knowledge and
helping him develop a scientific,
problem-solving approach to busi-
ness. As Butler students graduate into
the business world, th^y will find
themselves more at ease with the
problems placed upon them by that
world.
U. of Mo.; M.A., Mich.
JOURNALISM
1. John Barro
State U.
BUSINESS
2. William S. Dawn, B.S., M.B.A., U. of Wis.
3. The Business world on Meridian stays open
all night.
4. Paul Gihrich, B.A., U. Western Ontario;
M.A., U. of Toronto.
5. Badr Ismail, B. of Commerce, Cairo U.,
U.A.R.; M.B.A., Indiana U.
6. Rajinder Johar, B.A., D.A.V. College, In-
dia, M.A., Khalsa College, India.
7. Archie Nichols, B.S., M.S., U. of III.; Ph.D.,
U. of Pennsylvania.
8. Steven Orris, B.A., U. of Iowa; M.A., Ph.D.,
U. of Illinois.
9. William Owen, B.S., Ph.D., Purdue U.;
M.A., Brown U.
10. Thomas Wilson, B.A., American U.; Ph.D.,
Columbia U.
n . G. Fred Weber, B.S., S.E., Mo. State Teachers
College; M.A., U. of Iowa.

Liberal Arts,
Sciences Get
It Together
The objectives of the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences is diversified
and all-encompassing education. Ex-
pressing this concept through varied
subject matter, the college empha-
sizes the absolute necessity of obtain-
ing a working knowledge in not just
one field but several.
SPEECH
1 . Nicholas M. Cripe, dept. head, A.B., Goshe
College; M.A., Ph.D., Northwestern U.
U. of Ma M.A.,
M.S.,
M.A., Ph.D.;
M.A.,
2. Royce Flood, B.A
Northwestern U.
3. William Neher, B./
Northwestern U.
4. William Ney, B.A
LANGUAGES
5. Vergil E. Hiatt, dept. head
Ind. U.; Ph.D., U. of Chicago.
6. Debater Rhonda Isakson practices with
teammates who are all coached by the
speech department.
7. Josefa Crowe, B.A., Duchesne College; Co-
logne U., Germany.
8. Irving Fine, B.A., M.A. N.Y.U.
9. Lorraine M. Gustafson, A.B., A.M., U. of
Chicago; Ph.D., Columbia U.
10. Monique Hyde, License, Universite de Lyon,
France; M.A., Ind. U.
n. Florence Jessup, B.A., Wellesley, M.A.,
Ind. U.
12. Thomas E. Kooreman, B.S., Northeast Mo.
State College; M.A.T., U. of Mo.
13. Florence Phariss, A.B., Oklahoma Baptist U
University; M.A., U. of Oklahoma.
14. John V. Pihiak, LLB,, Tartu U., Estonia.
15. Joseph G. Reish, B.A.

JW.
ENGLISH
1
.
Werner Beyer, dept. head; A.B., M.A.,
Ph.D., Columbia U.
2. Victor Amend, A.B., M.A., U. of Kansas;
Ph.D., U. of Mich.
3. Howard Baetzhold, A.B., M.A,, Brown U.;
Ph.D., U. of Wis.
4. Lynn Bloom, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., U. of Mich.
5. Richard Cauger, B.S., Marquette U.; M.A.,
Ph.D., Northwestern U.
6. Richard Cassell, 8.A., M.A,, Ph.D., U. of
Chicago.
7. Joseph Dunlop, A.B., Georgetown U.; M.A.,
Catholic U.; Ph.D., U. of Penn.
8. Joanne R. Fields, A.B., M.A., Southern III. U.
9. Nancy B. Greene, B.A., M.A., Butler U.
10. Roy Marz, A.B., M.A., Ph.D., U. of
Cincir lati.
n. Nancy Moore, A.B., M.A., Butler
12. Edward L. Shougnessy, A.B., M.A.,
13. Allegro Stewort, B.A., Butler U
lumbio U.; Ph.D., U. of London.
PHILOSOPHY
14. Gordon H. Clark, dept. head,
U. of Pa.; D.D. Reformed Epi!
nary.
15. R. Grafton Gilpin, B.S., U. of Ala.;
Ph.D., U. of Wis.
RELIGION
16. E. Robert Andry, dept. head, A.B., M.A.,
B.D., Butler; Ph.D., S. Baptist Theological
17. Francis O. Reisinger, A.B., B.D., Drake U.;
M.A., Butler U.; T.H.M., Christian Theologi-
cal Seminary.
M.A.,
\.e,., Ph.D.,
opal Semi-
M.S.,


HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE
1
.
George Waller, dept. head, A.B., Amherst
College; M.A., Ph.D., Columbia U.
2. George Comfort, A.B., Western Mich. Col-
lege; M.A., U. of Mich.; Ph.D., U. of Ky.
3. George Geib, B.A., M.A., Purdue U.; Ph.D
U. of Wis.
4. George Hoffman, B.A., Swarthmore; M.A.,
Ph.D., U. of Chicogo.
5. William Land, B.S., Slippery Rock College;
M.S., Purdue U.
6. Emma Thornbrough, A.B., M.A., Butler U.-
Ph.D., U. of Mich.
7. Theodore Shone, A.B., Boll State Teachers
College, M.A., Ph.D., Indiana U.
8. Roland Usher, A.B., Washington U.; M.A.,
Ph.D., U. of Mich.
SOCIOLOGY
9. Beniamin Hoddox, dept. head; A.B., Stet-
son U.; M.A., Ph.D., U. of Flo.
10. Lois Ario, B.A., City College of N.I.; M.A.,
U. of Minn.
11. Richard Martin, B.A., Indiana Central Col-
lege; M.A., Northern III.
12. Esther Stanton, A.B., M.A., Indiana U.
PSYCHOLOGY
13. J. William Hepler, dept. head; A.B., Alle-
gheny College; M.A., Ohio U.; Ph.D., Ohio
State U.
14. Sally Beck, A.B., Butler J.; M.A., Ph.D. U
of Illinois.
15. Henry Shanklin III, A.B., U. of Ky.; M.S.,
Ph.D., Purdue U.
16. Burrton Woodruff III, B.S., M.S., Kansas
State U.
17. Edgar Yeager, associate professor emeritus
of psychology.
Profs Await
Science Hall
Completion
CHEMISTRY
1. Keith M. Seymour, depf. head, B.S,, M.S.,
Ph.D., U. of Washington.
2. Paul R. Quinney, B.S., U. of New Hannp-
shire; M.S., Ph.D., Iowa State U.
3. J. T. Morrison, B.S., U. of Pittsburgh; M.S.,
U. of Illinois; Ph.D., Syracuse U.
4. Sidney A. Kilsheimer, B.S., Wagner College;
M S., N.C, State Col.; Ph.D., Purdue.
5 Joseph L. Kirsch, B.S., Butler; M.S., Ph.D.,
U. of III.
6. Remember those many hours that you
spend in the lob?
BOTANY
7. John F. Pelton, dept. head, B.S., U. of Cal.;
M.S., Ph.D., U. of Minnesota.
8. Willord Yates, B.S., E. III. U.; M.A., Ph.D.,
Indiana U.
9. Rex Webster, A.B., Butler; Ph.D., John
Hopkins U.
ZOOLOGY
10. Philip A. St. John, dept, head, B.S
U. of N. Hamp.; Ph.D., Harvard.
11. Elizabeth W. Durflinger, B.A., Westeri
Ph.D., U. of Cincinnati.
12. Murrill M. Lowry, B.S., Pembroke State Col.;
Ph.D., Indiana U.
13. James W. Berry, B.S., E. Tenn. State U.;
M.S., V.P.I. ; Ph.D., Duke U.
14. David W. Osgood, B.S., Portland State Col.;
M.S., Ph.D., Duke University.
15. David L. Daniell, A.B., Door
Iowa State University.
M.S.,
M.A.,
M.S.,
Steel girders and concrete forms
have served to lend hope to mem-
bers of Butler's four science depart-
ments (Botany, Chemistry, Physics,
and Zoology) this past year. They ore
encouraged with the knowledge that
when the science-research complex is
completed, it will be one of the out-
standing study-teaching buildings in
America.
In the meantime, the professors
continued writing and publishing text
books and learned treatises.
A
V
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Education
Dept. Trains
Educators
The College of Education at Bufler
University produces inspiring and
challenging educators for all levels
of education from nursery school
through college with special pro-
grams for teachers interested in the
special student.
EDUCATION
1. Richard P. Bernard, B.S., Ind, State U., M.S.,
Butler U.; Ph.D., Ind. U.
2. John W. Best, A.B., Lawrence College,-
M.A.; Ph.D., U. of Wis.
3. Roger W. Boop, B.S,, Butler U., M.S., Butler
U., Ph.D.
4. Paul R. Coleman, A.B., Butler U., M.A., Ind.
State; M.A., Mich. State.
5. Jack Fodely, B.S., Purdue U., M.S., Butler
U., Ph.D.
6. Richard W. Guyer, B.S., M.S., Ed. Spec,
Butler U.; Ed.D., Ball State U.
7. Robert F. Hessong, B.S., M.A.
8. William L. Howard, Dir. of Teacher Cert,
and Placement, B.S., M.S., Purdue U., Ed.D.,
Ind. U.
9. With today's stress on reading. Butlers
Reading Lab. plays an important port in
training for education majors.
10. Henrietta Kaplan, B.S., Austin Peoy State
College, M.S., U. of Delaware,
n. Carol J. McMullen, B.S., M.S., Butler U.
12. Harriet L. Paddock, A.B., Ind. Stote Teachers
College, Ed.M., Harvard U., Ed.D., Ind. U.
13. James L. Rooker, B.S., M.Ed, U. of III.,
Ph.D., U. of Wis.
14. James F. Shane, B.S., Kansas State U.,
M.A., Calif. State College, Ed.D, Okla-
homa State U.
15. Stuart L. Silvers, B.S., Ind. State College,
M.S., Butler U
,
Ed. D., Colorado State
College.
16. James A. Sweet, B.S., Ind. Central College;
M.S., Bufler U., Ed.D., Ind. U.
17. Thomas H. Weeks, A.B, U. of Evonsville;
M.S., Butler U.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
1
.
Thomas Warner, dept. head, head coach,
baseball; B,S., U. of Minn.,- M.A., U. of S.d!
2. Donald Benbow, B.S,, M.S., Butler U.
3. Jomes Hauss, B.S., M.S., Butler U.
4. Frank Heddon, B.S., Butler U.
5. Stanley Lyons, B.S,, Ohio State U.; M.S.
Indiana U.
6. David Obertmg, B.S,, M.S., Butler U.
7. William Sylester, head coach, football, B.S.,
M.S., Butler U.
8. George Theofanis, head coach, bosketball,
B.S., M.S., Butler U.
9. Barbara Greenburg, B.S., M.S., Butler U.
10. Xandra Hamilton, B.S., M.S., Butler U.,-
Ed. P., Louisiana State U.
11. Eugenia Kriebel, B.S., Slippery Rood State
College; M.S., Purdue U.
12. Jean KImgenberger, secretary, Hinkle Field-
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Lilly Offers
Ballet, Drama,
Music, Radio
Located on the Northeast corner of
the Butler campus is Lilly Hall, home
of the Jordan College of Music. The
college encompasses all the Fine
Arts, including radio, dance, and
music. Drama majors frequently per-
form in the University Theatre Studio
160. Students of Radio often team up
with the Butler Theatre to present
radio dramas on WAJC-FM. The sta-
tion transmits music 52 weeks a year
with the radio majors manning the
mikes.
Student dancers and musicians
work when the Butler Ballet performs
accompanied by the University Sym-
phony. Lilly Hall is a center of cre-
ative expression where students work
with one another presenting the Fine
Arts to Indianapolis.
MUSIC
1. John Colbert, depf. head, B.S., U. of Cin-
cinnati; M.A., Ed.D., Columbia.
2. Richard Osborne, Chairman, depts. of mu-
sic theory, history, literature; B.S., Witten-
burg U.; M.A., Ph.D., Ohio State.
3. Andre Aerne, B.A,, U. of Chicago; B.M.,
M.M., Americon Conservatory of Music;
Ecole des Arts, France.
4. James Birk, B.A., Eastman School of Music,
M.M., Drake U.
5. Edward Brown, Artist-in-Residence.
6. Frank Cooper, B.M., M.M., Fl. State U.
7. Jack Eaton, B.S., Ithaca College; M.M.,
Butler U.
8. In October, Lilly Hall Students presented
the Bollet/Orchesfra/Opera.
9. Steven Glover, B.M., M.M., Butler U.
1 0. Charles A. Henzie, director. Graduate Pro-
gram, B.M., Butler U.; M.M., Jordan Con-
servatory, Ed. D., Indiana U.
11. Harold Johnson, B.A., M.A., Cornell U.;
Docteur de L'Universite de Paris, France.
12. Lucille Jones, M.B., Oberbin Conservatory;
M.Ed., Pa. State College.
MUSIC
1. Rosemary Lang, B.M., M.M., Butler U.
Lindholm, B.M., M.M., Northwest-
U.; Ph.D., Ohio State U.
vid Lindsey, B.M., M.A., U. of Denver,
in M. Mack, B.M., D.M.A., Eastman
lool of Music; M.M., Indiana U.
Mulholland, B.M., M.A., Louisiana
State U.
Vincent Poxcio, B.A., M.A., U. of Conn.
Contantine N. Poulimas, B.S., Ithaca
College; M.M., Butler U.
Jackson B. Wiley, B.A., Yale U., M.S.,
Juilliard School of Music.
Butler Mourns Death of Professor Koehrn
Butler has suffered a great loss
this year with the death of Fred W.
Koehrn, associate professor of music.
Mr. Koehrn was an extremely pop-
ular instructor, and it was common
knowledge among the student body
that his classes were enjoyable and
informative experiences. He possessed
a vitality and flair for teaching which
made his courses a joy to attend. Mr.
Koehrn taught Music Appreciation,
Voice, Chorale Methods, and Chimes
Methods.
Everyone in the Butler community
has at some time thrilled to the music
of the Carillon in the gardens, f^ew
were aware that he was the musician
responsible for this lovely aspect of
campus life.
For years during orientation week,
Mr. Koehrn directed freshmen in
their first "Gallery of Memories." He
served as faculty advisor for the But-
ler chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia,
and had been a member of the Jor-
dan College of Music faculty for nine-
teen years.
Mr. Koehrn can be seen here as he was pictured
in past Drifts, above.
Always in love with music, Mr. Koehrn, left,
was an inspiration to many of his students
through the years.
.r-
BALLET
K Martha O
College; M.A., Ph.D
Peggy Dorsey.
B.S. ind. State Teache
lew York U.
3. Willk
of Art
Gle Hardin Jr. College, School
alle
Betty Gour, worked in Chicago Civic Opera,
N.Y. Metropolitan Opera Ballet, and M.
Fokine.
Bud Kerwin.
Ballet Dep. combines with the Indianapolis
Symphony Orchestra to present the "Rieti
Ballet".
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DRAMA
1. George Willeford, B.M. Ed., M.A., Ind. U.
2. Richard Poole, B.S., U. of Oregon; M.F.A.,
U. of Southern California.
3. Dan Pugh.
4. Bernard Wurger, B.A., Butler U.; M.A. U.
of Cincinnati.
RADIO
5. James Phillippe, A.B., Ind. U.; M.A., Cornell
U.
6. Ann Harper, B.A., M.S., Butler U.
f^
Pictured above in the Bursar's Office are Butler's
bankers and mathematicians to aid Butler stu-
dents with their finances. Seated, Mrs. Mary
Hank, Miss Mary Wright, Mrs. Norma Guthrie.
Standing are; Walter Beaver, Raymound Glad-
den, Jean Leveque, Maxine Cramer, Myron
Douglass.
Raymond E, Cawthorne, Registrar, directs the
milieu of fall and spring registration.
Margaret M. Grimes, middle right, Director of
Atherton Center, Miss Grimes affords a friendly
smile to incoming students and throughout the
year she is the coordinator of organizations and
activities on Butler's
bottom right,
guardian angel for the Drift.
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Always one of Butler students' favorite person-
alities is Paul D. "Tony" Hinkle, top.
Richard Zeiss, top right, heads housekeeping.
Personality man Chris Theofanis is Director of Arthur E. Lindberg, middle right, acts as Supe
Public Relations, middle left. intendent of Buildings and Grounds.
Mrs. Margaret Marlowe, Atherton Center secre-
tary is always ready to assist students.
Robert A. Colony, Lt. Col., top, talks with c
Angel Flight member. Assisting him in Aen
space studies are Capt. Thomas Pickens, lower Mary McCall, above, is here repairing books
left, and S/Sgt. Claude Hicks, middle. that con be found in the rare books room.
Quietly gathering for the library staff pictures
back row), Richard Davis, John Keddie,
Elise Norris, Vera Schornhorst, Annie Ottinger,
Rowena Farber, Mary McCall, Joan Morris,
(front row), Nancy Everitt, Alice Steger, Lucille
Cunningham, Sally Miller, Betty Boyd, Jeanne
Cauger, Pauline Croft.
BU Seniors Welcome Challenges of Future
ARTHUR, LANA M.: Indianapolis; English/History
Prelaw; Student Assembly. BAKER, SHIREEN;
Memphis, N.Y. Psychology/German; Angel
Flight, pledge trainer, ROTC Military Ball Prin-
cess. BENNERT, SUSAN L.: Stony Brook, N.Y.;
Music; Robertson Hall; Dean's List; Mu Phi
Epsilon; WRA; Orchestra; Symphonic Band;
Chamber Music.
BERKSHIRE, DONNA: Valparaiso, Ind.;
Koppo Kappa Gamma, pres., treos,; Spur:
regional director; Chimes; Mortar Boord;
Mu Epsilon; Kappa Delta Pi; Phi Kappa
Honors Program; WRA; AWS; YWCA, treas.
Ten Coed Contest; Hub, Spoke Awords;
standing Women Students. BERRY, GAIL: Harri-
son, Ohio; Home Economics; Deans List; Welwyn
Club, sec. BICKERSTAFF, JANICE: Lincoln,
Rhode Island; Dance; Schwitzer Hall; "Alpha
Lomdba Delta; Phi Koppo Phi; Butler Ballet.
Math;
Kappa
; Top
Out-
BIRD, STEVEN L.: Indianapolis; Religion. BISHOP,
LESLIE: Indianapolis; Home Economics; Robert-
son Hall, treas.; YWCA; AWS; WRA; Welwyn
Club; Spring Sing; Geneva Stunts. BLODGETT,
ELIZABETH: L!r
Phi,
Oh Education; Alpho
Kappa Delta Pi; Pi Epsilon
Blue Book, editor; Women's Adv
BOUSUM, MARGARET: Lafayette, Ind.; Kappa
Alpha Theto, rec. sec; Drift, section editor; WRA.
BRADLEY, SHARON: Indianapolis; Elementary
Education. BRIDWELL, ANN: Bedford, Ind.;
Psychology; Schwitzer Hall; Judiciary Board;
Dean's List.
BROMLEY, ROBERT W.; Rome, N.Y.; Radio/TV,-
Delta Tau Delta, rec. sec.; Dean's List, Sphinx,
Blue Key; WAJC, sports director. BROWN,
JANICE M.; Indianapolis; Music Education; Mu
Phi Epsilon, rec. sec.; MENC; SEA. BROWN,
NANCY I.: Indianapolis; Business/Education;
Alpha Chi Omega, rush/chrm.; Tau Beta Sigma;
Half-time Honeys; Trik-la-tron Queen.
BROWN, NANCY L.: Louisville, Ky.; English;
Alpha Chi Omega; Dean's List, Alpha Lambda
Delta, Sigma Tau Delta, Mortar Board, pres.
AWS; History Club; Literature Club; Spring Sing
Geneva Stunts. BRYANT H. CHARLES: South Bend
Indiana; Secondary Education; Delta Tau Delta
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonio; Marching Band; YMCA
Alumni Steering Committee; Swing, University
Men's Choir; IPC, pres. BUCKTHAL, PAUL; In
dianopolis, Indiana; Lambda Chi Alpha; Band,
Chorale; Spring Sing; Geneva Stunts.
BUMGARDNER, KATHLEEN J.: Indionopolis; Ele-
mentary Education. BURG, KATHRYN M.: York,
Pa • Dance Robertson Hall; YWCA; Geneva
Stunts; Butler Ballet. BURNETTS, JAMES E.; An-
derson, Ind.; Accounting; Dean's List.
J%
take everything in stride
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BURNS, MICHAEL V.: Levitfown, N.Y.: Physical
Education; Koppo Sigma, house mgr.,- Track;
Student Assembly. CAITO, MICHAEL P.; Indio-
napolis; Business; Lambda Chi Alpha, social
chrm., scholarship chrm.; Football; YMCA. CALE,
STEPHEN D.: Indianapolis; Radio/TV; Drift.
CAMPBELL, JANET L.; West Hartford, Conn.;
English; Alpha Chi Omega; AWS; YWCA; His-
tory Club; English Club; Kappa Sigma Dream
Girl; WRA. CARRISON, SUSAN L.; Pickneyville,
111.; Physical Education; Robertson Hall, pres.;
Deans List; Delta Psi Kappa, pres.; Varsity
Volleyball; Freshman Cheerleader; Pemm Club,
treas
,
pres. CASEY, RONALD W.: Chicago, III.;
Psychology; Ross Hall; Utes; Sphinx; Blue Key;
Circle-K, sec.
CHECKEYE, KENNETH J.: New Castle, Ind.;
Pharmacy; Dean's List; APhA. CHELL, CARA L.-
Wabash, Ind.; Political Science; Alpha Chi
Omega, scholarship chrm.; Spurs; Chimes; Mor-
tar Board; Phi Alpha Theto; MSS; Student Assem-
bly, co-chrm. lecture series; Historv Club; YR's-
YWCA; AWS; WRA. CHOUQUETTE^ JEANNE E.i
St. Louis, Mo.; Home Economics; Kappa Alpha
Theta, social chrm., activities chrm.; Drift, index
editor; Varsity Cheerleader; WRA; AWS- YWCA-
Welwyn Club; Crescent Club.
ttPomp and Circumstance" Still Rates High
CLAXTON, JOHN W.: Matfeson, III.; English;
Collegian; Drift; Student Assembly, film series
director. COAN, LARRY A.: Lawrence, Ind,;
Psychology. COOK, LINDA C: Hyattsville, Md.;
Speech; Delta Delia Delta, pledge trainer, social
chrm., pres.; Angel Flight, exec, officer; AWS;
WRA; YWCA; History Club.
COONROD, ELLEN S.: Monticello, Ind.; History;
Alpha Chi Omega, house mgr., vice-pres.; Alpha
Lambda Delta; Spurs; Chimes; Mortar Board,
homecoming chrm.; Koppo Delta Pi; Phi Alpha
Theto; Angel Flight; History Club, vice-pres.;
WRA; AWS; YWCA; Geneva Stunts. CORNVELLE,
TERRI A.: Cincinnati, O.; Music Education; Rob-
ertson; Mu Phi Epsilon. COUGHLIN, KEVIN:
Chicago, III.; Accounting; Lambda Chi Alpha,
scholarship chrm., pres.; Utes; Sphinx; Blue Key,
treas.; Football.
COWAN, SUSAN M.; Franklin, Ind.; English;
Delta Gamma, rec. sec; Angel Flight; WRA;
AWS. CRAPO, JACQUE A.: Indianapolis; Social
Studies Area; Alpha Phi, scholarship chrm., vice-
pres.; Alpha Lambda Delta; Spurs; Chimes; Mor-
tar Board; Kappa Delta Pi; Phi Alpha Theto,
pres.; Who's Who; SEA; AWS, pres.; History
Club, pres.; University Madrigals; Best Dressed
Co-Ed Contest; Outstanding Woman Student
1970-1971. DAGEFORDE, JAMES: Anderson,
Ind.; Zoology/Physics; Delta Tau Delta, pres.;
Dean's List; Utes; Sphinx; Blue Key; Phi Eta
Sigma; Phi Kappa Phi; Men's Advisory Board.
DENTON, DEBORAH: Madison, Ohio; Sociology;
Delta Gamma, house mgr,; Student Assembly;
WRA; AWS; YWCA. DENTON, PATRICIA A.:
Louisville, Ky.; Music; Delta Delta Delta; Spurs;
History Club; MENC; Mu Phi Epsilon, hist.;
Spring Sing. COLLINS, DALE H.: Bridsboro, Pa.;
Business; Sigma Chi, pres., treas.; Utes; Sphinx;
Arnold Air Society, treas., pledge troiner.
f^
Four Years'
Labor Earns
That Degree
DIEROLF, RICHARD N.: Gary, Ind.; Business Ad-
ministration; Phi Delta Theta, house mgr., pledge
trainer; Utes; Football, Baseball, -B" Mens
Club, DINDONIS, DACE: Joliet, III.; Dance; Rob-
ertson; Alpha Lambda Delta; Mortar Board; Phi
Kappa Phi; Sigma Rho Delta, pres.; Geneva
Stunts. DiMATTEO, ANTIMO; Trenton, N.J.; His-
tory.
DORRELL, PHILIP DUANE: Indianapolis; Religion;
Dean's L.St; Phi Mu Alpha; Orchestra; Marching
Bond. DRAGOVICH, JOANNE: Hobart, Ind.; Ele-
mentary/Special Education; Alpha Chi Omega,
pledge class pres., social chrm.; Dean's List;
Angel Flight; Women's Choir; AWS; SEA; YWCA.
DRUMM, MARY F.; Dayton, Ohio; History; Alpha
Chi Omega; SEA; History Club; Marching Band;
WRA; YWCA; AWS.
DUNKLE, ROBERT W.: Greencostle, Pa.; Radio-
TV; Kappa Sigma, v-pres., treas.; Dean's List;
Collegian; Utes, Circle K; WAJC; YMCA; Sigma
Delta Chi. DYER, REBECCA A.: Rossville, Ind.;
Elementary Education; Alpha Chi Omega; Cheer-
leader; SEA; YWCA; AWS; YD; Angel Flight,
pledge class pres. EBERLE, RICHARD: Fords, N.J.;
Accounting; Tou Kappa Epsilon, treas., house
mgr.; SAM; YMCA.
ECKERLE, MARY JEAN: Jasper, Ind.; Music; Rob-
ertson; Women's Choir; University Choir; Opera
Workshop. EISMAN, ESTHER: Indianapolis; Politi-
cal Science-Journalism; Sigma Delta Chi, pres.;
Collegian, editor, copy editor; Drift, section edi-
tor. ESTES, LINDA KAYE: Wilkinson, Ind.: Math;
Alpha Phi, v-pres., pledge trner.. Lambda Kappa
Sigma; Dean's List; Wheel Award; Spring Sing,
co-chrm.; AWS; Marching Bond; WRA; sports
council.
EVANS, JULIA K.: Carmei, Ind.; Home Economics.
FARRAR, LINDA K,: Mt. Carmcl, III.; Sociology;
Alpha Chi Omega; WRA, sec; AWS; Half-lime
Honeys; Crescent Club; YM-YWCA. FEARS, JAMES
WILLIAM: Prescon, Arizono; Botany; Drift; Col-
legion.
FLOWERS, ELIZABETH G.: Speedway; Music Edu-
cation. FRANK, NAN ELLEN: Albany, Ind.; Ele-
mentary Education; Schwitzer, Residence Assis-
tant; YWCA; SEA; Women's Choir. FRIEND,
CRAIG S.: Cathedral City, California; Sociology;
Sigma Alpha Mu, treos.; IM's.
apoli. Education.FRITZ, ALBERT C:
FROMM, BARRY: Shaker Heights,
Pre-Law; Delta Tou Delta, rush chrm.; Utes;
Spinx, pres.; Blue Key; Deans List; YMCA; SAM.
GENSCH, DEBORAH JEANNE: Brentwood, N.Y.;
Physical Education; Robertson; PEMM Club; Tou
Beta Sigma; Woytes Guild, Marshall; Half-time
Honeys; Twirler; WRA; Varsity Volleyball; Miss
Butler Contest, runner-up.
Bob Campbell,
O., pauses for
religion
camert
left, debates future pla
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Bob Thatcher takes a study break.
GILBERT. BARBARA: Clarendon Hills, III.; Home
Economics; Kappa Kappa Gamma, scholarship,
social chrm.; Mortar Board; Chimes; Pi Epsilon
Phi treas Drift; YWCA; Welwyn Club, treas.;
Spring Sing; Geneva Stunts; Phi Delta Theta
Little Sister; Best Dressed Coed Contest, second
runner-up; AHEA; IHEA. GILMAN, SARA: Mun-
ster Ind;' Radio/TV; Alpha Chi Omega, pres.;
Spurs- Chimes, sec.; AWS, v-pres.; House Coun-
cil, pres.; Mortar Board; Theta Sigmo Phi; Phi
Kappa Phi; The Ludwig, co-editor; Honors Pro-
gram; v-pres. GUIDONE, DEBORAH: Jericho,
Long 'island, N.Y.; Sociology; Alpha Chi Omega,
activities chrm.; History Club; WRA; AWS;
YWCA.
GUILLEBEAUS, TAMARA E.: Philadelphia, Pa.;
Dance; Schwitzer Hall; Alpha Koppo Alpha;
WRA; YWCA; Butler Ballet; Geneva Stunts.
GUNN, CAROL A.: Anderson, Ind.; Elementary
Education; Alpha Chi Omega, activities chrm.,
v-pres.; SEA; WRA; AWS; YRs. GUNN, JOHN
DAMON: Greenwood, Ind.; Psychology; Ross
Hall; Phi Eta Sigma; Cross Country, co-captain,
B-Men; Phi Kappa Phi.
HAMILTON, BEVERLY D.: Madison, Ind.; Phar-
macy; Alpha Phi; WRA; AWS; YWCA; Ecology
Club;' Lambda Kappa Sigma; Drift. HANCOCK,
RICHARD C: Indianapolis; Accounting; Dean's
List; SAM. HANLON, LARRY D.: Indionopolis;
Accounting; SAM.
I
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History Repeats as "Senioritis" Strikes Again
HARGITT, JULIE; Grand Blanc, Mich.; Social
Work; Kappa Koppa Gamma, corr. sec.; Spring
Sing; Phi Delta Theta Little Sister; AWS; WRA;
YWCA; Geneva Stunts. HART, RUTH: Plainfield,
N.J.; Science; Schwitzer Hall. HARWOOD,
CHERYL A.: Cleveland, O.; Music Education;
Schwitzer Hall, pres.; Dean's List; Marching
Bond; Symphonic Bond; Chimes.
HAZEN, WILLIAM; Fox River Grove, III.; Radio/
TV; Ross Hall; Sigma Alpha Mu; Dean's List;
Sigma Delta Chi; Collegian; Spring Sing; Con-
temporary Choir; Men's Choir; WAJC, sports
director. HEDGE, JILL; LoGrange, III.; Home
Economics; Delta Gamma, corr. sec.; Cheerlead-
er; Welwyn, pres.; Angel Flight, admin, officer.
HELMS, MARK; Winchester, Ind.; Business; Delta
Tou Delta, rec. sec.; History Club; University
Choir; Men's Choir; Swing Choir.
HEMERY, CYNTHIA; Des Plaines, III.; Music Edu-
cation; SEA; MENC; Sigma Alpha Iota; Kappa
Delta Pi. HENDERSHOT, ROGER; Evansville, Ind.;
History/Political Science; Phi Delta Theta, schol-
arship chrm.; Utes, pres.; Sphinx; Blue Key;
Dean's List; YR; YMCA; IFC, treos. HERRMAN,
SUSAN; Batesville, Ind.; Home Economics;
Schwitzer Hall, treas.; Dean's List; Welwyn
Club; Wind Ensemble; Marching Band; Inter-
varsity Christian Fellowship.
HESS, MARY SUSAN; Mishowoka, Ind.; Ele-
mentary Education; Robertson Hall, treas.; Spurs;
Chimes; Kappa Delta Pi. HILEMAN, KAREN; Ply-
mouth, Ind.; Accounting; Alpha Phi, pres., treas.;
Spurs; Chimes; MSS; Collegian; YMCA; Geneva
Stunts; WRA, v-pres., treas. HILL, KRISTIE;
Evansville, Ind.; Journalism; Koppa Alpha
Theta, corr. sec; Sigma Delta Chi; Chimes; Mor-
tar Board, editor; Who's Who; AWS; WRA;
Collegian, copy editor, city editor; Dean's List;
YWCA.
uAll Scholars
Prepare for
World Today
HOBBS, CHARLES F.: Downers Grove, III.; Music
Education; Ross Hall; Phi Mu Alpha, pres.;
Symphonic Bond, Marching Band; Orchestra;
Brass- Ensemble. HOFFMAN. MARK A.: Hobart,
Ind •' Physical Education; Sigma Chi; Football.
HOLCOMB, JERALD W.. Indianapolis; History;
Phi Alpha Theta; Dean's List; SEA; History Club.
HOGGS, HEATHER HAUNANI: Honolulu, Hawaii;
Elementary Education; Delta Gamma, v-pres.;
Spurs; Mortar Board; Angel Flight, commander;
YWCA; WRA; Military Boll Queen. HOPKINS,
SUSIE:' Bernordsville, N.J.; Schwitzer; Home
Economics; Spurs, hist.; Spring Sing; Angel
Flight, operations officer; Marching Bond;
WAYTES; Welwyn, v-pres. HUGHES, CONSTANCE
J.: Greenwood, Ind.; Elementary Education.
HUGHES, STEVEN A.: Darien, Conn.; Journalism;
Phi Delta Theta, v-pres., scholarship chrm.; YR;
YMCA; Collegian, city editor; Sigma Delta Chi.
HURT,' JAMES M.: Greenfield, Ind.; Recreation;
Sigma Nu; Basketball; Track; Circle K, pres.;
"B" Mens Club, pres. JOHNSON, ARLENE: Cher-
ry Hill, N.J.; Home Economics; Schwitzer Hall,
sec, rec, resident assistant; Dean's List; Welwyn
Club, pres.
JOHNSON, JAMES: Beech Grove, Ind.; English.
JONES, STEVEN: Seymour, Indiana; Secondary
Education; Ross Hall; Phi Eta Sigma; Phi Kappa
Phi; Kappa Delta Pi; Phi Alpha Theto; History
Club. JONES, THOMAS: Greenwood, Ind.; Zoolo-
gy-Chemistry; Ross Hall; Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship.
For Gary Moore, the future is promising.
JUDGE, CHERYL D., Westfield, Ind.; English;
Alpha Chi Omega, corr. sec; Alpha Lambda
Delta; Sigma Tau Delta; Spurs; Chimes; Mortar
Board; MSS; WRA; AW5; YWCA; Student Assem-
bly KANE, MICHAEL T.: Plainfield, N.J.; Busi-
ness Education; SAM. KAPLAN, PAUL STEWART:
Yonkers, N.Y.; Elementary Education; Ross; YD;
Clin.col Services tutor.
KARIOLICH, NORA: Skokie, III.; Pi Beta Phi,
pres.; Dean's List; WRA; AWS; YWCA, cabinet;
Geneva Stunts, co-chrm.; Angel Flight, historian;
ROTC Military Ball, queen, chrm. KELLAR, CATHY:
Norv^ood, N.J.; Elementary Education; Robert-
son, house manager; (tronsferred from Salem
College); YWCA; Geneva Stunts. KELLER, ELLEN;
Mooresville, Ind.; Elementary Education; Robert-
son; Kappa Delta Pi; YWCA; Geneva Stunts.
KIMPEL, THOMAS: Cir Ohio; History/
Political Science; Phi Delta Theto, pledge train-
er; YMCA. KING, CHRISTINE: Indianapolis
Home Economics/Spanish; Alpha Chi Omego
Spurs; Chimes; Dean's List; Pi Epsilon Phi; WRA
AWS; YWCA; Geneva Stunts; Welv^yn Club; Lec-
ture Series, co-chrm. KLIPSCH, RAYMOND
T.: Greencostle, Ind.; Radio/TV; Ross; WAJC,
sports director.
KULESA, CHRISTINE M.: Shererville, Ind.; Ele-
mentary Education; Robertson, residence assis-
tant; Spurs; Chimes; Angel Flight; Sigma Chi
Sweetheart and Favorite; Geneva Stunts. LANCET,
WILLIAM: Indianapolis; Business Administration;
Phi Delta Theta, house manager; YMCA; YR;
SAM; IFC. Le BEAU, KENT DONALD; Wolcott,
Ind.; Physical Education; Phi Kappo Phi; Varsity
Baseball.
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LEE, ANITA L: Anderson, Ind.; Phormocy; Rob
ertson Hall, RA; Mortar Board; APhA; Lambdc
Kappa Sigma, treas.; LEVIN, PAUL B.: St. Louis
Mo.; History-Political Science, Journalism; Ross
Sigma Alpha Mu, v-pres.; Deon's List; Sigmc
Delta Chi; Phi Alpha Theta; Collegian; Blu(
Key; Symphony. LEVINE, RICHARD: Columbus
O.; Radio-TV; Dean's List; Sigma Delta Chi.
LUCKEY, MELINDA P.: Brownsburg, Ind.; English;
Robertson, v-pres.; YWCA; Student Assembly;
Geneva Stunts; SEA; Library Committee. LUKEN,
PEGGY S.: Richmond, Ind.; Pharmacy; Alpha
Chi Omega; Spurs, v-pres.; AWS; Chimes, pres.
Mortar Board; Who's Who; Rho Chi; WRA
YWCA; Angel Flight; Lambda Kappa Sigma
APhA. MAGO, PETER J.; New York City, N.Y.
WAJC.
MAHONEY, KAREN E.: Ballsion Spa, N.Y.; Da
Robertson Hall; Dean's List; Spring Sing; Ger
Stunts; YWCA; Butler Ballet. MANDICH, ROBERT
M.: Gory, Ind.; Business; Sigma Chi. MANSON,
DANIEL E.: Von Buren, Ind.; History; Delta Tau
Delta, p'es.; Utes; Sphinx; Blue Key; YMCA;
YR; History Club; Men's Choir; University Choir.
Graduates Ready to Meet Business World
"lint
MARA, BRUCE M.; Emerson, N.J.; Business, Delta
Tau Delta, pledge trainer, v-pres., corr. sec;
Utes; Sphinx; Blue Key; Deans List. MARTIN,
CHERRY: Indianapolis; English; Sigma Tau
Gamma, corr. sec.; Spurs, editor; Sigma Tau
Delta; Student Assembly; YWCA, cabinet.
MANTORANA, JOHN J.: Uniondale, N.Y.; Ele-
mentary Education; Lambda Chi Apha; Baseball;
YMCA.
MASON, HONEY: Clarendon Hills, III.; Elemen-
tary Education; Kappa Kappa Gamma, pledge
trainer; Deans List; WRA; AWS; YWCA; SEA,
pres.; Geneva Stunts; Drift Pageant, runner-up.
MEALS, JENNIFER: Springfield, O.; Home Eco-
nomics; Schwitzer Hall; Pi Epsilon Phi; Welwyn
Club, treas.; YWCA; WRA; AWS. McGEE, EVE-
LYN: Ames, Iowa; Dance; Robertson Hall, pres.;
Alpha Lambda Delta; Mortar Board; YWCA;
Geneva Stunts; Sigma Rho Delta, sec.; Butler
Ballet.
McKEEHAN, MORTON: Tennyson, Ind.; Pho rmocy;
Rho Chi; Phi Delta Chi; Phi Kappa Phi; APhA.
McKOWN, JANET E.: Monon, Ind.; Elen entory
Education; Kappa Koppa Gamma, v-pre ., rec.
sec.; Drift, editor, assistant editor; Theto Sigma
Phi, pres.; MS5; SEA, pres., v-pres.; Dean 'S List;
Angel Flight, historian; YWCA, cabinet; Spring
Sing; Geneva Stunts; University Choir; YR AWS;
WRA. MILLER, LINDA KAY; Indianapolis; Physi-
col Education; Delta Psi Kappo, v-pres.; WRA,
pres.; PEMM, treas.
MOORE, GARY: Hindsdale, III.; Business; Utes;
Football; SAM. MORSE, CHARLES: Slippery Rock,
Pa.; Radio TV; WAJC. MUIR, FREDERICK: Oak
Park, III.; Sociology; Student Assembly; University
Choir; YMCA.
Happy Grads
Find End of
BU Rainbow
NAGEL, RICHARD: Wolcott, Ind.; Speech; Delta
Tau Delta, pledge trainer; YMCA; University,
Men's Swing Choir; Marching Band. NAZZARRO,
JOHN: Rochester, N.Y.; Zoology, YMCA. NEW-
AAAN, BONNIE: Indianapolis; Business; Delta
Delta Delta, treas., rec. sec; Chimes; Mortar
Board; Dean's List; WRA; AWS; YWCA.
NEY, MICHAEL: Indianapolis; Business; SAM.
NORMAN, REBECCA: Louisville, Ky.; History;
Alpha Phi; Blue Book, editor; WRA; AWS;
YWCA, pres.; History Club, treas. OSTRANDER,
BRINTON; Waterbury, Conn.; Elementary Edu-
cation; Sigma Nu, house mgr.; Football; Golf.
OURS, GERALD: Indianapolis; History/Policital
Science; Lambda Chi Alpha; IPC, pres.; YMCA,
cabinet; Spring Sing; Geneva Stunts; History
Club. OWEN, DONNA: Indianapolis; Physical
Education; Delta Psi Kappa; Tau Beta Sigma;
Varsity Volleyball; Half-Time Honeys; Wayte
Guild; AIS; PEMM Club; Dean's List. PATTI, WIL-
LIAM: Rochester, N.Y.; Radio/TV; Ross Hall;
WAJC, music, news director.
PHARISS, STANLEY K.: Indianapolis; Phi Delta
Theto, house mgr.; Utes; Sphinx; YMCA; ROTC.
PICKETT, BARBARA: Neenoh, Wis.; Home Eco-
nomics; Alpha Chi Omega; Spurs; WRA; AWS;
YWCA; YR; Welwyn Club. POUSARDIEN, HENRI:
Indianapolis; Business; YMCA; AIS, treas., v-
pres.; YAF; SAM; Arnold Air Society, commander,
dep. commander.
PUTZ, CANDIE COXi Aurora, III.; Music Educa-
tion; Pi Beta Phi, rush chrrn., hist.; Dean's List;
Mu Phi Epsilon; Hub, Spoko Award; AWS Cabi-
net; Angel Flight; YR; Little Sigma; University
Symphony; Chorale; Chamber Music; Sigma Chi
Favorite, Sweetheart; Homecoming Court. QUIST,
DONNA LYNNE; Bedford, Mass.; Sociology;
Kappa Alpha Theta; YWCA; WRA; AWS; Dromo
Dept.; ballet. RECORD, WILLIAM MORTON:
Frankfort, Ind.; Secondary Education; Lambda
Chi Alpha; Utes; YMCA, cobinet.
REIS5, REBECCA ANN: Lafayette, Ind,; Music
Education; Pi Beta Phi; Kappa Delta Pi; Mu Phi
Epsilon, historian; Chimes; WRA; AWS; YWCA;
University Symphonic Orchestra; Women's Choir;
University Choir; Marching Band; Twirler; Half-
Time Honey; Waytes Guild. REYNOLDS, BETH:
Indianapolis; Elementary/Special Education; Pi
Beta Phi; AWS; YWCA. RICHARDSON, REBECCA:
Pine Village, Ind.; Home Economics.
RINGHAM, PAULA ANN: Anderson, Ind.; Math-
ematics; Schwitzer, RA; Kappa Delta Pi; Kappa
Mu Epsilon; University Honors Program; WRA;
AWS; Chimes; Mortar Board, v-pres.; Moth
Club. ROESSING, ELLEN S.: Denver, Colo.; Ele-
mentary Education; Alpha Chi Omega, songlead-
er; Half Time Honey; WRA; AWS; YWCA; SEA.
ROOKER, RISA ANN: Indianapolis; Elementary
Education; SEA; AIS; French Club.
Peg Boohe
graduation
the thought of
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ROSEN, NANCY A.: Utica, N.Y.; Special Educa-
tion; Robertson Hall. ROZHON, EDWARD JAMES:
Monticello, Ind.; Pre-Med,; Ross Hall; Inter-Vars-
ity Christian Fellowship. RUEFFER, KAREN: Mount
Prospect, III.; Elementary Education; Student As-
sembly.
SANFORD, DAVID L.: Clarksville, Tenn.; Speech;
Koppo Mu Epsilon; Utes; Sphinx; Debate; Stud-
dent Assembly. SCHEIDEGG, SANDRA G.: Tur-
nersville, N.J.; Dance; Robertson Hall; Sigma
Rho Delta; YWCA; Geneva Stunts; Butler Ballet.
SCHEURING, MARCO M.: Indianapolis; Religion/
English; YR; Young Americans for Freedom.
SECREST, WAYNE STEVEN: Columbus, Ohio; Pre-
law; Delta Tou Delta; Sphinx; Blue Key; History
Club; YMCA; SAM. SHACKELFORD, GORDON E.
Indionopolis; History/Political Science; Phi Delta
Theto, rush chrm.; Utes; Sphinx; Blue Key;
YMCA; YR; Circle K. SHAHEEN, JONI LYNN:
Muncy, Pa.; Home Economics; Robertson Hall;
Welwyn Club.
Dick Nagel and Sue Hopkins pause
the funny papers as the snowflakes fall
Grads Ready
"Marketable
Credentials"
SHEPHERD, WILLIAM L.: Carmel, Ind.; Physical
Education; Sigma Nu; Basketball, Most Valuable
Player, All Conference; Top Ten Butler Students.
SHORT, JEANNE: Indianapolis, Ind.; Pharmacy;
Lambda Kappa Sigma. SHROCK, THOMAS B.:
Marion, Ind.; Business Administration; Phi Kappa
Psi, treas.
SIMMONS, JANE: South Bend, Ind.; Psychology;
Alpha Lomba Delta; Dean's List; Phi Kappa Phi;
Outstanding Student; YWCA; Geneva Stunts;
Spring Sing; AWS. SIMON, BOBBIE J.: Hunter-
town, Ind.; Applied Music-Organ; Schwitzer;
University Choir; Women's Choir. SKAFTE,
DIANE L.: Mf. Prospect, III.; Dance; Robertson;
Dean's List; YWCA; Geneva Stunts; Butler Ballet;
Sigma Pho Delta, v-pres.
SMITH, CAROLYN: Indianapolis; Chemistry; U.
of Conn, transfer. SYNDER, KATHERINE L.:
Wheaton, 111.; Elementary Education; Schw/itzer.
SOUCEK, SANDRA M.: Naperville, III.; Phar-
macy; Kappa Alpha Theta, pres., treas.; Mortor
Boord; Lambda Kappa Sigma; Spurs, treas.;
Chimes, v-pres.; Alpha Lambo Delta; Angel
Flight; Student Assembly; Who's Who; Top Ten
Outstanding Students; WRA; AWS; YWCA.
SPOONER, FRERERICK H,: Paris, III.; Sociology-
Spec. ol Education; Phi Delta Theto; Utes; YMCA;
YR. SRAGA, BARRY: Chicago, III.; Dance; Ross
Hall; Butler Ballet; Geneva Stunts, director.
STANFORTH, WILLIAM: Archbold, O,; Music Edu-
cation; Delta Tou Delta; Ufes; Student Assembly;
Butler Chorale; Madrigal Singers; Swing Choir.
Graduates Leave High Achievement Legacy
STASSIN, JENNIFER: Richmond, Ind.; Elementary
Education; Schwitzer. STENGEL, DONNA M.:
Lebanon, Ind.; Music Education; Alpha Phi,
house mgr.; Sigma Alpha Iota, pres.; WRA;
AWS; YWCA; MENC, treos.; Symphonic Bond;
Marching Bond; Chorale. STEPHENSON, MIC-
HAEL: Waynesburg, Pa.; Dance; Ross; Geneva
Stunts; Butler Ballet.
STEWART, KATHRYN S.: Indianapolis; Sociology;
Pi Beta Phi, house mgr.; WRA; AWS; YWCA;
YR. STINNETT, LYNN: Marion, Indiana; Soci-
ology/Journalism; Schwitzer, v-pres., Chrm.-
Spring Fling; Student Assembly, University com-
mittee; Thetc Sigma Phi, sec. -treos.; Sigma
Delta Chi; Collegian; Geneva Stunts; Butler En-
vironmental action group. SUGHRUE, THOMAS
M.: Nashua, N.H.; History/Political Science; Phi
Koppo Psi, house mgr., pres.; History Club; De-
bate.
SWANSON, JOHN T.: Jamestov^n, N.Y.; History/
Latin; Phi Koppo Psi; Phi Eta Sigmo; Phi Kappa
Phi; Debate. SWINDLER, MARY M.: Fort Wayne,
Ind.; Political Science; Delta Gamma, v-pres.,
pledge trainer; WRA; YWCA. TAMULONIS,
PETER G.: Miami, Florida; Political Science; Phi
Kappa Psi, pledge trainer, cor. sec.; Phi Eta
Sigma, sec.; Phi Kappa Phi; History Club; Delta
Sigma Rho Too Kappa Alpha, v-pres.; Honors
Program, pres.
TAYLOR, LESLIE C: Hov^e, Ind.; Music Educa-
tion; Schwitzer, house council; Sigma Alpha
Iota, sec; SEA; MENC; Symphonic Bond; Wind
Ensemble; University Choir; Dean's List. TEGAR-
DEN, MARY JANICE: Marion, Ind.; English; Kap-
pa Alpha Theto marshall; AWS; YWCA; WRA;
Sigma Nu Sweetheart, Little Sisters, v-pres. TEN
EYCK, LESLIE: Western Springs, III.; Elementary
Education; Pi Beta Phi, rec. sec.; Dean's List;
MSS; WRA; AWS, YWCA; YR.
Why the
Rich Diet
Christmas
Seniors Doug Thurston
getting ready to leave
TERRY, MARILENA: Great River, N.Y.; Education;
Kappa Alpha Theta, choplain; YWCA,- AWS;
Spring Sing; Geneva Stunts. THURSTON, RICH-
ARD DOUGLAS: Indianapolis; Business Adminis-
tration; Phi Delta Theta, v-pres., historian, so-
cial chrm.; YMCA; Student Assembly; YR.
TRESTER, ROSS RICHARD: Pacific Palisades,
Calif.; Business Administration; Phi Delta Theta,
scholarship chrm., IM chrm.; secy.; YMCA.
TRIBBETT, DONALD J.: Logansport, Ind.; Politi-
cal Science; Sigma Nu, rush chrm.,- Phi Eta
Sigma; Utes; Blue Key; Football; I.F.C.; Circle K,
pres. TURNER, STEPHANIE GAIL: Vincennes, Ind.;
Music Education; Schwitzer Hall, songleoder,
house council; Phi Kappa Phi; SAI, treos.; Dean's
List; Mortar Board; Spring Sing; Inter-varsity
University Chorale; University Orchestra. VAN-
DRAKE, JR., VANCE; Niles, Mich.; Zoology;
Delta Tau Delta, v-pres.; Utes; Sphinx, v-pres.;
Blue Key, pres.; MSS; Circle K; YMCA.
VAUGHAN, MICHELLE JEAN: Indianapolis; Edu-
cation; Chimes. VIKTORA, ELIZABETH ANN:
Elizaville, N.Y.; Physical Education; Schwritzer,
house council; Delta Psi Koppa; hockey, volley-
ball, basketball; WRA; YWCA; AWS; Pemm
Club, v-pres. VORICK, JEFFREY R.: Cormel, Ind.;
Biology; Kappa Sigma; YMCA; SEA.
f^
Showdown
Arrives for
Senior Class
WADE, MARGERY: Evanston, III.; Elementary
Education; Delta Gamma; WRA; YWCA; Student
Assembly; SEA. WALKER, NANCY: Indianapolis;
Chimes; Mortar Board. WALLENSTEIN, MARTIN:
v-p
ih Meadows, N.Y.; Speech/History; Ross Hall,
-es.; Phi Kappa Psi; MSS; Debate.
WARD, VICKI: Brownsburg, Ind.; Elementary
Education; SEA. WARNER, WALTER C: River
Forest, III.; Business; Phi Delta Theta, pres.;
house mgr.; trees.; YM, treas.; YR. WAROT,
DEBORAH: Munster, Ind.; History; Robertson,
house council; Drift; YWCA; AWS; YR.
WATSON, DARLENE: Kokomo, Ind.; MusiC; Rob-
ertson Hall; Mu Phi Epsilon; Orchestra; Sym-
phonic Bond; Marching Bond; MENC; Chamber
Music; WRA; AWS; YWCA, WEATHERMAN,
SANDRA: Indianapolis; Elementary Education.
WEDDELL, BRENDA: Seymour, Ind.; Social
Studies; Schwitzer, RA, Spring Fling, chrm.;
Spurs; Math Club; University Choir.
WEDDLE, CAROL; Indianapolis; Elementary Edu-
cation; Delta Gamma, scholarship chrm., pres.;
Spurs; Dean's List; WRA; AWS; YWCA; Geneva
Stunts. WELCH, JODI: West Mifflin, Pa.; Dance;
Schwitzer, house mgr.; Geneva Stunts; Butler
Ballet; Sigma Rho Delta, treas. WELISEK, KATH-
LEEN: Fox River Grove, III.; Home Economics;
Robertson Hall; YWCA; Geneva Stunts; Welwyn
Club, (transfer from Lincoln College).
fei
WESLEY, JACK: Hobart, Ind.; Secondary Educa-
tion; ROTC. WHITE, MARILYN J.: Chrisman, IIL;
Music Education; Delta Gamma, treas., scholar-
ship chrm.; Sigma Alpha Iota; Dean's List; AWS;
YWCA. WILEY, GERRY R,: Indianapolis; Music
education; Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia; MENC Sym-
phonic Band; Marching Band; Mens Choir.
WILLIAMS, ELLEN L.-. Marion Ind.; Music Educa-
tion; Delta Delta Delta, pres., chaplain; Mu Phi
Epsilon; Opera Theatre; Swing Choir. WILLIAMS,
JAMES G.; Indianapolis; Zoology; Dean's List;
History Club. WITT, DEBORAH C: Indianapolis;
Education; Kappa Delta Pi; Chimes; Dean's List;
Waytes Guild, pres., sec.; Holftime Honeys,
capt.; Marching Band.
nmond, Ind.; Econo-
i Eta Sigma; Utes;
YEARSICH, GEORGE G.: Hi
mics; Delta Tau Delta; F
Sphinx; Blue Key: Football
Men's Club. ZALUD, NANCY: Arlington'Heights,
HI.; Elementary Education; Kappa Kappa
Gamma, v. -pres.; Dean's List; Spurs; Chimes;
Mortar Board; Kappa Delta Pi, v. -pres.; Spoke
Award; Drift, section editor; Panhellenic, pres.;
Student Assembly; WRA; YWCA, cabinet; AWS;
Angel Flight.
Above, Dave Holt takes a break between bas
ketboll games.
Left, Bill Record
graduated.
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left: Have a ball at the 421 BOWL, 7420 Michigan Road NW, 291-1295.
Ginny Sears, right, finds a book to buy at ARISTOTLE'S CORNER, 443 N
Pennsylvania', 635-2755.
OF
INDIANAPOLIS, INC.
erry Ours and Carol Meadows moke th'
loo-ve to milk.
!ti
Editor Janet McKown, below, uses oil types of aids from NEWSFOTO
YEARBOOKS, San Angelo, Texas, in preparing the 1972 Drift.
Ruth Sombric, right, takes on order for Sue Schultz
LOTUS GARDEN, the restaurant which speciohzes
and American food, 4424 North Keystone Avenue, 54
nd Steve Pri(
n Cantonese,
.7551.
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top right; keep your car in tune with B&T Diagnostic Center, 4061 N. Illinois.
bottom left.- Laura Fallin and JoAnn VanWinkle find delightfully unique gifts with a personal touch
at the little house, 5615 Carroll Avenue, 253-8553.
bottom right: Korilyn Sisson watches as the tailor measures a coat for Tom Jones at UNITED REPAIR
SERVICE, 821 Brood Ripple Avenue, 255-2223.
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Customer
Relations
Center
Come in...
or call 633-1492
and discover a whole new world
of banking convenience
633-1492 is the phone number of our Customer
Relations Center, located downtown in the first floor
lobby of our Monument Circle Banking Center.
Feel free to stop in or call for answers to your questions
about money and banking services or information
on our city.
American Fletcher
National Bank
Member FDIC
Students pictured at the top are (left to right):
Kristie Hill, Dick Nagel, and Vickie Ward.
(Left) Paulo readies Nancy Schultz for a portrait
at her studio.
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Enjoying a refreshing COKE, Carol Weddle and Rick Gray agree: 'Ifs the
REAL Thing."
lith a large selection of diamonds from J. C.Sam Sipe, top, shows Karen Auble and Dave Mone
SIPES JEWELER'S, Merchants Bank Building, 637-3521.
Becky Spradling, bottom, tries a pair of boots on Tom Bean of the REGAL SHOE STORE, Lafayette
Square, the store that specializes in men's shoes.
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Kent Ehret and Bill Shepard, below, board a GREYHOUND BUS for the
Depauw gome.
500^ U, JiicVvL3GcrxTU..
lo£sdcx^ ,Thjf^sGJcxy ^Siij<davj 5; 00 PX-
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Shrimp ^-Apbskji! 5W.Ks'
Bottom: Jim Hurt takes time out for a GATORADE, the thirst-quencher.
IN THE LOUNGE
llors (I'Oeiivres I'rom .">7
Featuring SHEENt MiRGE DUGGAH on the organ,
LOUIE URB&NCIC, guitar and vocal
Capri RESTAURANT& LOUNGE
2380 E. 54lh St. Just West of Keyslons on 54tti Sf. 253-2465
top left: John Osier, Bob Wickliffe, Scott Hompton, and Dennis Buckalew tal<e
5602 N. Keystone, 253-3822.
break at LUMS,
bottom left: Jim Puvogel comes alive
bottom rigtit: Tom Burleson gives
Meridian Street, 923-3633.
/ith tine PEPSI generation.
ses to Debbie Felkens fr< MARER FLOWER SHOP, 1622 N.
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Abbitf, Patricia A,—32,86,1 17
Abbott, Donna K,—87
Abernethy, Margaret M.— 126,
143
Acker, Cherri Lee— 126
Ackerman, Frances E.—37,1 14
Adams, Anne W.—82,120
Albert, Colleen—78
Alexander, Stephen B.—92
Albright, Robert W.—130
Allen, David P.—91,100
Allen, David W.— 145
Alverson, Jay— 145
Anastopoulos, Dorothea— 125
Anderson, Chris— 1 35
Anderson, Debra L.— 120
Anderson, Karen L.— 143
Anderson, Linnea J.— 125
Anderson, Terry—78
Andress, David R.—50,130
Andrews, James J,—70
Archer, Susan G.— 117
Arden, Ronald C.—140
Armstrong, Janet C.—120,121
Arnett, Catherine E.— 1 1 1
Arthur, Lano M.—124,182
Asbury, Deborah L.—22,1 17
Ashby, Ann B.—126
Aston, Margaret M.—57,1 17
Atkins, James S.—140
Auble, Karen Lee—96,211
Auron, Martin John—145
Austin, Michael David— 135
Axiotes, Cynthia D.— 1 18
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Babinec, John D.—50
Bagnoli, James—132
Bailey, James P.—74,140
Baker, Sommye A.—100
Baker, Shireen— 182
Boldvi-in, Brian B.—89,140
Ballard, Rachel M.— 1 25
Bargholz, Pomelo D.—123,143
Barker, Kathryn A.— 1 14
Barnes, Patrick J.—137
Barnes, Jonis C— 118
Barnes, Susan—84,86,91,94,109
BartusievKicz, Dale E.—140,141
Batman, Mark E.—135
Bayless, John—59
nd, Alex
Emilii
als, Jo 120
Bean, Thomas F.—92,211
Beck, Vickie—87
Becker, Michael E.—82
Beecher, Helen E.—124
Beer, Nancy R.—127
Bell, Gregory S.— 128
Bellov^s, James M.—132
Beneker, Amy C.— 1 1 1
Benjamin, Jill— 118
Bennett, Harvey J.—142,182
Bennett, Susan Marie—123
Beran, Renee B.—120
Berg, Robert Neal—85,145
Berkshire, Donna—81,99,103,
118,182
Bernard, Nancy S.—87
Berry, Gail V.—86,182
Bersted, Alan D.—142
Bickerstaff, Janice M.— 1 82
Bignall, Barbara D.—81,82,84
Binning, John F.—142
Birchman, Anne K.—123
Bird, Steven L.—182
Birdman, William—92
Bishop, Eileen K.—123
Bishop, Leslie A.—86,182
Block, Debbie—102
Black, Kathryn—96,102,1 14
Blake, Terry I.— 114
Bleck, Sandra L— 1 18
Blessing, Rebecca C.— 123
Blodgett, Elizabeth—99,182
Blomberg, Bruce J.— 138
Blue, Donald M.—97
Bugan, Pamela L.— 1 13,123
Boggs, Susan E.— 1 13
Boilini, Edward F.—103,138
Borg,
Bousum, Margaret B.— 182,195
Bowers, Carol A.—74
Boyd, Ernest E.—74
Boyle, Patricia J.— 120
Bradley, Sharon L.— 182
Brollier, Deborah Ann—32,109
Bredeweg, John H.— 130
Brennan, Patricia S.—103,109
Brewer, Daniel L.— 100,135
Bridges, Stephen D.—70,128
Bridgwoters, Prudence A.—87
Bridwell, Ann R.— 1 82
Bristley, Norman Lynn—67
Broering, Karen M.—84,85,91,
124
Bromley, Robert W.—98,183
Brosius, Barbara Ann—117
Brown, Charles Wm.—89,132
! M.- 183
Brown, Leonard—50,52
Brown, Nancy L.—100,183
Brown, Nancy L.-»-99,183
Brown, Steven Carl— 135
Brundage, J. Robert— 1 32
Bruner, Wendy H.—117
Bruskin, Howard A.— 1 37
Bryant, Charles H.—95,1 45,1 83
Buchanan, Gregory—85,95,134
Buckolew, Dennis B.—142,213
Buckley, Shelia C.— 125
Buckthal, Poul R.—130,183
Buis, John H.—66,67,132
Bullington, Michael G.— 141
Bumgardner, Kathleen J.— 183
Budnonno, Denise E.— 1 18,143
Burg, Kathryn Marie—183
Burger, Marilyn—100
Burks, Daniel L.— 137
Burleson, Thomas N.—69,70,213
Burnette, James E.—183
Burns, Jonett L.— 101
Burns, Michael—70,128,184
Busch, Susan J.—56,62,1 18
Buser, Anthony D.—74
Butler, Thomas F.—50,53
Buxton, Cory P.— 1 32
—
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Coito, Michael P.—50,184
Cojocob, Joyce C.— 1 1
1
Cole, Stephen D.—92,184
Cambell, Janet L.—l 00,1 09,1 84
Cambell, Robert C.—187
Carlson, Ann Marie—96,101,1 14
Carlson, David E.—85,145
Carmichael, R. Bruce—50,67,70,
71,139
Carpen, Holly L.—120,128
Carr, Charlotte M.—47,88,1 20
Carrington, Petri A.—47,1 17
Garrison, Susan L.—90,184
Carroll, Steve L,—128
Carter, Douglas R.—140
Casey, Ronald W.—98,184
Cava, Frank P.—145
Cawthorne, Christopher—92
Chalfant, Ann—128
Chandler, Fred L.—74
Checkeye, Kenneth J.—184
Cheliras, Donna G.— 123
Chell, Cora L.—99,184
Chestnut, Solly J.—90,94
Chilson, Linda D.—100
Chin, Garey S.—145
Chotlos, Kitzi H.—87
Chouquette, Jean—86,103,117,
184
Christensen, Heather Hoogs—82,
83,87,98,113,190
Christensen, Rebecca—56,86,109
Christie, Barbara N.—125
Christoff, Penelope J.—96
Christoff, Jr. William—97
Cloxton, John W.—103,185
Clayton, Steve J.—50,55,67,138,
139
Cleveland, Kenneth W.— 141
Coan, Lorry A.—185
Coger, Lynnonn— 125
Cole, Cathy M.— 126
Coleman, Carol A— 123
Collins, Dale H.—48,185
Collins, Phillip B.—145
Conder, Richard S.— 135
Conroy, Patricia A.— 1 1
1
Cook, Linda—82,83,89,1 14,185
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Stockdole, Virginia A.—88
Stokes, Jo Anne—84,85,103,118
Stout, Catharine M.—32,103,117
Stowe, Heather Sue—124,126
Strotyner, Allen C.— 141
Strittmotter, Mary L.—96
Stuart, Glen R.— 142,143
Sturgeon, Constance W.— 1 14
Stump, Paula K.— 1 1 I
Sturr Alii! M.— 11 1,143
Sturtevant, Wayne A.— 1 35
Sughrue, Thomas—49,76,77,134,
135,198
Sullivan, Mary—64,88,113
Sutter, Samuel L.—145
Swanson, John T.—76,135,187,
Swar; Michael A.—85,142
Swindler, Mary—82,98,113,198
Sy, Roger L.—132
Sylvester, Gayle— 103,109,143
Symington, Donna M.— 125
Tober, James H.—74,98
Tockett, Barbara—84,117
Tackett, Mary A.— 1 17
Tamulonis, Peter G.—76,135,198
Tonke, Mary L.—123
Tontum, Robin C.—122
David L.—50
,
Leslie C—96,198
Toturr
Taylo
Taylo
Taylor,
Toylo
Louis E.- 130
Robert E.—64
,
Wendy J.— 101
Tegorden, Mary J.—37,198
Ten Eyck, Leslie A.—120,198
Terry, Morileno R.—94,117,199
Tews, Janet C.—91,1 14
Thatcher, Robert F.—57,102,188
Thomas, Jeanne A.— 120
Thompson, Cloro A.—117
Thompson, Elizabeth L.— 101,111
Thomson, Rudolph L.—140
Thrasher, Donald K.—78
Thurston, Richard D.— 132,199
,
Cindo L.— 1 13
f.'W14|
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Tjnnon, Benny R.—70
Titus, Jane A.—91
Todd, Deborah E.— 102
Todd, William H.— 130
Trager, Pomelo G,— 1 14
Tsoros, Jonell L.—64,90,94,120
Tremor, Karen A.—118
Trester, Ross R.— 132,199
Tribbett, Donald J.—98,1 38,1 99
Tucker, Warren A.—50,70,137
Truax, Vicki J.—55,61,64,65
Turner, Stephanie—99,124,199
—
U—
Ullman, Car! D.—76
—
V
—
Von Drake, Vance V.—98,145,
199
Van Mooron, Henry—70
Von Paris, Levon J.— 142,143
Von Winkle, Jo Ann—57,1 1 3,206
Voughon, Michelle J,—84,114,
199
Voughan, Garnet E.—84
Vena, John J.—92,145
,
Ter. -91,
Vion, Morio—100
Vidal, Mary J.—90,102
Viktora, Elizabeth A.— 199
Vincent, Kenneth A.—102
Vogel, Richard L.— 142
Vogler, Robert Carl— 140
Voigt, John H,— 145
Vondehaar, Richard L.—50,137
—
W—
Wachel, Stonley W.—135
Wade, Margery G.— 1 1 3,200
Wagner, Douglas E.—97
Wagner, Ruby Gay—87
Walker, Cynthia R.— 1 18
Walker, Nancy C.—200
Wall, Arthur M.— 142
Wallenstein, Martin—76,134,
135,200
Waller, Richard L.—88,132
Walters, Steven K.— 1 37
Ward, Vicki A.—200,209
Wardlow, Anne—160
Wargo, Horry S.— 102,140
Warner, Michele A.— 102
Warner, Walter C.— 132,200
Wardt, Deborah F.—200
Washburn, Mary S.—84,1 20
Woshecko, Robert M.—140,141
Woss, David M,— 135
Watson, Darlene K.—200
Watson, Cynthia D.— 1 13
Watson, Mike—67
Wowrzyniak, Irene P.— 125
Weatherman, Sandra K.—200
Weber, Thomas A.— 145
Weddell, Brenda L.—125,200
Weddle, Carol J,—113,200,210
Weddle, Paula R.—87
Weil, Ann— 126
Welch, Jadi L—40,101,200
Weldon, Julie C.— 120
Welisek, Kathleen A.—86,143,
200
Wesley, Jack A.—201
West, John L,—145
Wetzel, Andrev^ J.—50
Whitcomb, Patricio 46,116,117
White, Kathleen D.—96
While, Marilyn J.—201
White, Roy—47
Whitely, Susan J.— 109
Whilt, Carl L.- -50
Whittle, Condoce—120
Wickliffe, Robert D.—142,213
Wicoff, Roymond E.—74
Wieler, Susan L.— 125
Wildman, Brent B,—85,145
Wiley, Gerry Robert—201
Wilhelm, Pamela Jane— 120
Willioms, Ellen L.— 114,201
Williams, James G.—201
Wimmer, Barbara S.— 1 13
Winger, Dormo L.— 123
Winkler, Nancy Kay—64,84,113
Winn, William C.—135
Wirthwein, Lisa A.— 103,118
Wise, Kathleen A.—81,84,87,109
Witt, Deborah C.—102,201
Wittmonn, Christine A,— 1 13
Wohlford, Cynthia J.— 117,128
Wojkovich, Donna M.—123
Wolfish, Lowrence M.— 142
Wolthousen, Shan L.—37,117
Wolstein, Robert A.—85,88,130
Womer, Pomelo J.—84,109
Wood, Rebecca A.—85,125
Wright II, Robert L.— 128
Wright, Timothy T.—89,132,133
—
Y
—
Yacek, Paula C.—117
Yearsich, George—50,73,93,201
Yellen, Edward— 141
Zaiud, Nancy—25,81,
103,118,201
Zoy, Madonna J,—62
Zoy, Meribeth— 120
Zinn, Gregory A.—67
Zizie, Debro V.— 1 24
Zook, Kathleen— 126
Zurschmiede, Robert F.
Zwirko, Walton R, 92
Faculty Index
Aerne, Andre—159
Amend, Victor—158
Andry, Robert— 159
Arbogast, F. E.— 150
Ario, Lois— 161
Boetzhold, Howard-
Barron, John— 154
Beaver, Walter— 178
Beck, Solly— 161
Benbow, Donald-
Bernard, Richard
171
168
162
Watch the hands!
Bessey, William— 165
Best, John— 168
Beyer, Werner— 100,15
Bhatti, W.— 166
Birk, James— 172
Bloom, Lynn—158
Boop, Roger— 1 68
Boyd, Betty— 181
Brown, Edward— 172
Cossell, Richard— 158
Couger, Richard— 158
Couger, Jeanne— 181
Cawthorne, Raymond
—
Chenoweth, Gene—151
Chotlos, Bay—165
Clark, Gordon—159
Colbert, John—172
Coleman, Paul—168
Coloney, Robert—180
Comfort, George— 161
Cooley, Norman—166
Cooper, Frank—172
Cornick, Martha—176
Cramer, Moxine—178
Cripe, Nicholas—156
Croft, Pauline— 181
Crowe, Josefs— 157
Cunningham, Lucille— If
Daniell, David— 162
Do Richard— 181
161
Down, William^l54
Dewry, Muriel—162
Dixon, Marshall—165
Doerr, Dale—74
Dorsey, Peggy— 176
Douglass, Myron— 17!
Dunlap, Joseph— 159
Durflinger, Elizabeth-
Eaton, Jack—172
Ehlert, Jackson— 153
Etiing, William— 151
Everett, Nancy— 181
Fadely, Jock—168
Farber, Roweno— 181
Farrell, Jeremiah—165
Fields, Joanne—159
Fine, Irving— 100,157
Flood, Royce—156
Geib, George—101,161
Geiser, John— 1 65
Gilpin, Crafton—159
Gingrich, Paul—154
Gladden, Raymond—178
Glenn, William—176
Glover, Stephen—173
Gour, Betty— 176
Graf, Frederic—165
Greenburg, Barbara— 171
Greene, Nancy— 159
Grimes, Margaret— 178
Gustafson, Lorraine— 157
Guthrie, Norma—178
Guyer, Richard— 168
Hoddox, Benjamin— 161
Hamilton, Xandra— 171
Harper, Ann— 177
Hauss, James— 171
Hawk, Mary—178
Hedden, Frank— 171
Hensiak, Jerome— 166
Henzie, Charles— 173
Hepler, William— 161
Hessong, Robert—168
Hiatt, Vergil—156
Hinkle, Paul (Tonyl— 179
Hoffmann, George— 161
Howard, William— 168
Hyde, Monigue—157
Ismail, Badr—154
Jessup, Florence—157
Johar, Rajinder—154
Johnson, Harold—173
Jones, Lucille— 173
Kaplan, Henriette— 1 6S
Kaufman, Karl—153
Keddie, John— 181
Kerwin, Bud—176
Kirsch, Joseph—162
Klingenberger, Jean— 171
Koehrn, Fred W.— 175
Kooremore, Thomas—157
Kriebel, Eugene— 171
Land, William— 161
Long, Rosemary— 174
Lasher, Esther Lu— 181
Leibenguth, Charlie— 181
Leveque, Jean—178
Lewis, Jane—150
Lindberg, Arthur—179
Lindholm, James—174
Lindsey, David—174
Lobb, Barry—165
Lyons, Stanley— 177
Martin, Richard— 161
McCall, Mary— 181
McMullen, Carol— 168
Mack, Joan— 174
Ma riowe. Ma rga ret— 1 7 9
Marz, Roy— 159
Minassian, Donald— 165
Miller, Sally— 181
Mocas, Christo— 152
Moore, Nancy—159
Morris, Joan— 181
Morrison, T. Joseph— 162
Mulhollond, James—174,22
Neher, William— 156
Ney, William—156
Nichols, Archie— 154
Nielson, Kaj— 165
Nolan, Daniel—50
Norris, Eli; -181
Nygaord, Joseph—152
Oberting, David— 171
Orris, Steven—154
Osgood, David—162
Ottinger, Annie— 181
Owen, William— 154
Paddock, Harriet— 168
Paxcia, Vincent—174
Pelton, John—162
Phoriss, Florence— 157
Phillippe, James—177
Pihiak, John—157
Pickens, Thomas—180
Poole, Richard—177
Porter, Sara—165
Poulimas, Constantine—174
Powell, Wm.—157
Quinney, Paul—162
Reish, Joseph—157
Reisinger, Francois—159
Rhoades, Thomas— 151
Roberts, David—152
Rooker, James—168
Rowe, Edward— 1 66
Solerni, O. LeRoy— 166
Schornhorst, Vera— 181
Schroeder, Robert—59
Schwartz, Howard— 166
Schwomeyer, Herbert— 150
Seymour, Keith—162
Shane, Jomes— 168
Shone, Theodore— 161
Shanklin, Henry— 161
Shaughnessy, Edward—159
Silver, David—153
Silvers, Stuart—168
Skodron, Peter— 165
St. John, Philip— 162
Stalcup, Robert— 151
Stanton, Esther—161
Sfeger, Alice—181
Stewart, Allegro—159
Stewart, Paul— 150
Sweet, James— 1 68
Swenson, Raymond— 152
Sylvester, William— 171
Theofonis, George—59,171
Theofanis, Chris—179
Thornbrough, Emma Lou—16
Usher, Roland— 161
Verdak, George— 101
Vesper, Nicholas— 165
Woller, George— 161
Warner, Thomas— 171
Weber, G. Fred—154
Webster, Rex—162
Weeks, Thomas— 168
Wiley, Jackson—174
Wiileford, George— 177
Wilson, Thomas— 154
Wohler, Wilmo—165
Woodruff, Burrton— 161
Wright, Mary— 178
Wurger, Bernard— 177
Yates, Willard—162
Yeager, Edgar— 161
Zeiss, Richard—179
Moments gone
and the efforts spent
and time
for moving on . .
.
somewhere ...
With the book en route to the
printer. Room 330 in Atherton
Center is empty, the typewriters
are quiet, and the darkroom is
deserted.
When judging the 1972 an-
nual, keep in mind that each But-
ler student sees the university
in a different light, and the three
dozen staff members did their
best to represent the campus.
Thanks to June, Jim, Dick, and
Erik, without whom the 1972
Drift deadlines would not have
been met.
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